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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Luchadoras: Central American Women Navigating Border Externalization in Mexico 

 

 

by  

 

Yesenia Sánchez García 

Master of Arts in Latin American Studies (International Migration) 

University of California San Diego, 2018  

Professor David S. FitzGerald, Chair 

 

          This thesis looks at the ways in which Central American migrant women confront and navigate violence in their home countries and migrant controls in Mexico due to border externalization, especially after the implementation of Frontera Sur Program in 2014. This study is based on ethnographic fieldwork and 16 semi-

structured interviews with migrant women from Northern Triangle of Central America, which 

took place between September and December 2016. Using gender analysis, it analyzes the 

techniques of self women utilize and strategies they implement  when making the decision they 

must leave their countries due to the violence inflicted upon them and their families, throughout 

their journey  in Mexico, and at their current location as they determine their destination. I 
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conclude that women embark in this odyssey to protect their children and themselves from the 

unbearable violence from organize crime and gangs. Using strategies and techniques of self, they 

are agents throughout a journey seeking refuge, protection and freedom. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
Standing in front of Rio Suchiate, on the Mexican side, on a Saturday midday- before me 

I see a bastion of water traffic- wooden planks on top of inflated tires transporting people with 

boxes of goods: eggs, soft drinks, gasoline, sacks of food, cartons with toilet paper- as well as 

families travelling back and forth both between the border cities of Ciudad Hidalgo and Tecun 

Uman. Turning to the right I view a large bridge in the near-distance, where “regulated” traffic – 

cars and trailers- travel between both countries. I turn around and find no visible sight of 

immigration officers or police1, at this crossroads. For immigration critics, this would be the 

validation to their tactical outcries of Mexico’s open borders. And while the Mexico-Guatemala 

border can be argued to be a porous border, the narrative of Mexico’s southern border as an open 

one is a mirage, as travelling through for migrants and refugees has become harder in recent 

years since the increased securitization of Mexico and the implementation of Frontera Sur 

program. As several scholars contend, Mexico has created a vertical border- veins of increased 

securitization through checkpoints, detention centers, militarization and security in trains- that 

extend throughout its territory from south to north, deterring and blocking the transit of Central 

Americans towards the U.S., oftentimes by any means necessary.  

 
Currently, there is an immense movement of people across the world: the UN reported 

there are an estimated 232 international migrants 2 and 60 million displaced people- of these 

nearly 20 million are refugees- the highest since World War II 3. We have seen the images – 

																																																													
1 From field notes on October 16, 2016  
 
2 See: UN High Commissioner for Refugees. World at War: UNHCR Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2014. 
Web. http://www.unhcr.org/556725e69.html 
 
3 See: UN High Commissioner for Refugees. Global forced displacement tops 50 million for first time in post-World 
War II era.  20 June 2014. Web. http://www.unhcr.org/53a155bc6.html 
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families fleeing from warfare Syria and mothers with their children fleeing violent gangs in 

Central America. Yet, while the devastation that migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers face 

increases, there has also been colossal expansion by nation-states to control their borders- and in 

some cases - completely close them. As migrants and refugees move across countries seeking a 

better life and refuge, the expansion of the externalization of borders and migrant controls is also 

extending its tentacles. David FitzGerald contends in forthcoming book: 

“Mexican border enforcement is not heavily concentrated on its borders. Rather, the 
strategy is to patrol and establish detention centers on transportation routes leading north. 
The strategy of migration control is to create a frontera vertical across its entire territory 
from south to north”. 

 

 

Mexico, with the world’s largest migration corridor4,  has historically been considered a 

country of origin; country of return of deported Mexican nationals as well as a country of transit 

for those that passed through its territory seeking to reach the United States. Yet, currently, there 

is a shift in these flows, with the increased focus of Mexico as a country of destination for those 

seeking refuge (Médecins Sans Frontières, 2017; Fernandez Casanueva and Rodriguez Lopez, 

2016).  An estimated 500,000 people from the Northern Triangle of Central America (NTCA) 

irregularly enter Mexico every year according to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees5, 

fleeing violence and poverty. While the migration flow from NTCA to Mexico is not new- 

migration NTCA through Mexico has been cyclical over the past four decades , the current 

phenomenon is rapidly shifting and growing. 

																																																																																																																																																																																																				
 
4  “Forced to Flee Central America’s Northern Triangle: A Neglected Humanitarian Crisis”. MSF. (2017). 

 
5 See UNCHR. Mexico Factsheet. February 2017  
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Mired by gang violence, drug warfare and conflict, the Northern Triangle countries are a 

battle zone not only between fueling gangs, but towards its residents.  Of the thirty million 

inhabitants in NTCA, it is estimated that nearly ten percent of the population has left- due to 

violence and poverty- mostly to the United States (Renwick, 2014). El Salvador, Guatemala, and 

Honduras consistently rank among the most violent countries in the world. The United Office on 

Drugs and Crime (UNODC) reported Honduras and El Salvador as the first and fourth countries 

with the highest murder rates in the world in 2013 (UNODC, 2014). In 2015, El Salvador had a 

homicide rate of ninety per every hundred thousand people, making it the “world’s most violent 

country not at war” (The Guardian, 2015a). In a 2017 report by Médecins Sans Frontières 

(Doctors Without Borders), an international organization oftentimes in the frontlines of war 

zones providing medical care, states:  

“…the violence experienced by the population of the NTCA is not unlike that of 
individuals living through war. Citizens are murdered with impunity, kidnappings 
and extortion are daily occurrences.  Non-state actors perpetuate insecurity and 
forcibly recruit individuals into their ranks and use sexual violence as a tool of 
intimidation and control. This generalized and pervasive threat of violence 
contributes to an increasingly dire reality for the citizens of these countries. It 
occurs against a backdrop of government institutions that are incapable of 
meeting the basic needs of the population... The violence suffered by people in the 
NTCA is comparable to the experience in war zones where MSF has been present 
for decades.” 
 

Furthermore, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras rank first, third, and seventh for 

rates of female homicides globally6. Research conducted by the United Nations Commissioner 

for Refugees (UNHCR) among women fleeing these countries found that violence directed at 

them or their loved ones was the primary push factor forcing women to leave their countries 

(UNHRC, 2015). Analogous to the findings from the interviews I conducted, the report brings 

																																																													
6 See: The Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and Development, Global Burdens of Armed Violence. (2015) 
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light to the extreme levels of violence women from NTCA experience- including murder, 

extortion, sexual violence, and/or domestic violence; and the violence directed towards their 

children and families.  The report, “Women on the Run”, also describes the role of organized 

criminal gangs that have taken control of El Salvador, Honduras and part of Guatemala:  

“The violence that women are fleeing from in the NTCA stems from increasing 
territorial control by organized criminal armed groups. Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) 
and 18th Street (M-18), the two most powerful gangs in Central America, 
alongside other groups, engage in brutal  killings, assaults, robberies, and 
widespread extortion. Murder rates in the region are among the highest in the 
world: according to data from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Honduras 
ranks first, El Salvador fifth, and Guatemala sixth. Impunity for murder and 
violent crime is widespread, reflecting inadequate government capacity to provide 
safety, especially for women…Recent estimates suggest that there are 20,000 
gang members in El Salvador, 12,000 in Honduras, and 22,000 in Guatemala.”  
  

In this context, hundreds of thousands of people from the Northern Triangle of Central 

America (NTCA) enter Mexico every year fleeing poverty and violence7. Yet, most of these 

migrants are still considered and treated as economic migrants by Mexico and the United States, 

denying them the right to seek protection. According to the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees 2017 Fact Sheet for Mexico, 8,781 people applied for asylum in Mexico in 2016 

(91.6% of whom were from NTCA) and less than half (4,000) were granted refugee status. The 

UNHCR also states that “less than 10% of the estimated number of people from the NTCA who 

irregularly enter the country each year apply for asylum, due to the lack of information on the 

asylum procedure in Mexico”. What migrants and refugees do find in Mexico is increased 

securitization throughout its territory. Many scholars, human rights defenders and NGO’s argue 

that this exponential increase in apprehensions and deportations is a byproduct of the 

implementation of the Programa Integral Frontera Sur, an initiative implemented in 2014 by 

President Enrique Pena Nieto.  
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This thesis will further provide a historical context of the policies Mexico has 

implemented as part of its migrant control and will also discuss the joint actions Mexico and the 

United States have implemented as part of border externalization, specifically looking at 

implications of the Programa Frontera Sur (Frontera Sur Program) for migrants from NTCA. 

Most importantly, this thesis seeks to focus on the lived experiences of migrant women from 

NTCA who traverse a journey seeking freedom.  

My research, focused on a gender analysis, focused on interviews with migrant 8 women 

from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala, to learn from their own stories and voices the perils 

they faced in their countries that forced them to flee and the challenges they faced in Mexico. 

The main questions I sought to answer were: what the factors that force migrant women and 

children from NTCA to leave their homes? Through their journey, how do these women navigate 

the externalization of borders  and migrant controls as they seek safety for themselves and their 

children? Do they implement certain strategies, and if so, how do they determine these? I was 

interested in learning what drives migrant women to continue their journeys, even as they faced 

threats, abuse and further violence. 

The findings from the research conducted for this thesis are presented in chapters one, 

two and three. Chapter one will discuss the reasons the migrant women I interviewed decided to 

leave their countries, and the strategies they implemented to navigate through the violence and 

threats they, their children and families faced. Chapter two will discuss the abuses, challenges 

and violence the women faced during their journey through Mexico, and the strategies they 

implemented to navigate through border externalization. Chapter three will discuss the decision-

																																																													
8 For purposes of this thesis, I refer to “migrant” for both migrants and refugees from NTCA countries traveling 
through Mexico, including people migration for economic reasons as well as those seeking refuge from violence.  
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making process women implemented once in Mexico, as they determined to continue a journey 

north or stay in Mexico.  

 

Context of Violence: NTCA and U.S. Intervention  

 
While the context of violence that impacts NTCA is critical to understanding the plight of 

migrants from NTCA, it is imperative to connect this current violence to the historical factors 

that contributed to its proliferation- especially U.S. foreign policy and intervention in the region- 

to have a deeper analysis of the situation without falling into superficial analyses that foster 

prejudiced stereotypes. As scholars Paz, Cerda and Ledon note: 

 “accepting the argument between the association between violence and 
migration…[…]… can risk reproducing stereotypical visions of Central American 
countries and cities as extremely violent” (2016, pg 29).  

 
 

 
While a variation of factors including government corruption, organized crime, the 

propagation of gangs and organized crime, weak rule of law, and dire poverty have all 

contributed to the violence, a critical precursor has been the U.S.’s role in the instability of 

this region. The United States was actively involved in the civil wars of El Salvador and 

Guatemala, in its quest to crush Soviet expansionism and Leftist governments in Central 

America. In El Salvador, the United States sought to ensure Leftist guerrilla groups were 

overthrown and supported  right-wing government. A New York Times article from 1983 

reported that the Reagan Administration “asked Congress for an additional $110 million in 

military aid to finance […] Salvadoran counter insurgency offensive. This time it is to be 

accompanied by civil action programs seemingly modeled after the ''hearts and minds'' 

campaigns in Vietnam” (Riding, 1983). The internal civil war had devastating consequences- it 
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is reported as many as 75,000 people were killed in El Salvador. The civil war in Guatemala, 

which lasted from 1960-1996, between Left government and U.S. backed rebels killed an 

estimated 200,000 civilians (Labrador and Renwick, 2018).  

 
In the mid 90’s, the U.S. government conducted massive deportations during its 

tough-on- crime era, specially targeting undocumented immigrants with criminal records. 

Thousands of young men with associations to the M-18 and MS-13 gangs9 were deported to 

Central America, specially El Salvador. These young men arrived at a country with no 

support or integration mechanisms and still reeling from civil war, which had also weakened 

family and community networks. The gangs thrived with these conditions and have grown 

exponentially in power and control, becoming the de facto authority locally. 

  
 

 Honduras did not have a history of civil war as Guatemala and El Salvador- its instability 

and U.S. intervention are more recent. In 2009, the democratically-elected president Manuel 

Zelaya was ousted in a military coup that was condemned by Latin American governments, the 

United Nations (UN) and Organization of the American States (OAS) as illegitimate. The Obama 

administration- specifically then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton- pushed for new elections 

instead of joining calls for Zelaya’s reinstatement.  Several leaked documents10 show the U.S. 

was concerned with what they saw as Honduras’ Left lean: Clinton considered Celaya “a leftist 
																																																													
9 Both gangs originated in Los Angeles, formed by Mexican and Salvadoran youth who had fled the civil war 
a decade earlier) 

10 The report by The Guardian further notes a leaked cable from Hugo Llorens, the U.S. ambassador to Honduras at 
the time stating: “ no doubt that the military, supreme court and National Congress conspired on June 28 in what 
constituted an illegal and unconstitutional coup against the executive branch” (Lakhani, 2016). Also see: 
(https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2010/11/28/world/20101128-cables-
viewer.html?hp#report/cables-09TEGUCIGALPA645 
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troublemaker in the mold of Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez” (Lakhani, 2016). They consequently 

supported the new administration stemming from the coup.  

 An immediate result of the coup was economic devastation. As Lakhani reported,  “a 

five-month curfew imposed by the new government cost the economy $50m a day… Wages 

dropped, subsidies were shelved, and the public education and social security systems gutted”. 

This economic uncertainty and political instability provided the opportune opening  for an 

established organized crime to “infiltrat[e] all corners of the country’s weak institutions”. By the 

following year, Honduras had “become the world’s most violent country outside an official war 

zone, a position it held until 2014” (Lakhani, 2016).  

These civil wars and coup (supported and backed by the U.S.)  had devastating economic, 

political, and social consequences through the last three decades and have exacerbated the 

violent context that continues today- disrupting the lives of residents in the region.  

 
 
Historical Context: Establishment of Mexico’s Migrant Controls  

 
Mexico’s border with Guatemala has often been referred to as the forgotten border, as for 

decades this border line allowed the regional flow of migration. This greatly changed in the 

1980s with the exodus of Central Americas – particularly Nicaraguans and Guatemalans due to 

civil wars and political persecution- leading to severe restrictions from the Mexican government 

to prevent Central Americans from entering Mexico.  

 Between 1974-1996, more than 250,000 people died from violence in the NTCA region 

and over a million were displaced internally (Kimball, 2007). The significant exodus of people 

trying to reach the U.S. began occurring in 1981, as Guatemalans escaped massacres and 
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violence directed at indigenous communities and peasants. Most of the Guatemalan migrants 

who arrived in Mexico were poor , of indigenous descent- a large portion of whom spoke only an 

indigenous language or Spanish was their second language (Friedland, 1987). While Mexico had 

a track record of providing asylum to Latin American and European intellectuals who had faced 

persecution in earlier decades- the new migrants and refugees had limited financial wealth, 

limited education and were indigenous- and the treatment towards the new refugees reflected the 

government’s racialized indifference. Instead of providing protection and asylum, Mexico’s 

response to the refugee situation was a failure- it regularly allowed the Guatemalan army to cross 

into refugee camps to intimidate, monitor and kill Guatemalan civilians it suspected of being 

involved in the guerrilla efforts. Even while the civil unrest continued, thousands of Guatemalan 

refugees were deported against their will. For Guatemalans who were allowed to stay, they were 

not provided legal status or support as refugees. FitzGerald also notes (forthcoming) Mexico 

engaged the UNHCR to register Guatemalan refugees in Chiapas, “of the 200,000 Guatemalans 

who fled to Mexico in the 1980s, 46,000 were registered and assisted by the UNHCR, as well as 

3,500 Salvadorans in 92 camps. By 1989, only about 20 percent of Guatemalans in southern 

Mexico were protected by the UNHCR, leaving around 100,000 to fend for themselves”. 

Additionally, in 1983 Mexico stiffened its tourist visa process to prevent Central Americans from 

flying in and overstaying their visas (Doyle, 2003). 

  

This was the context in which Mexico began a direct and explicit role as an immigration 

enforcer, in complicit collaboration with the U.S.,  in the externalization of the U.S.-Mexico 

border to the southern border with Guatemala. Through the literature review, I identified several 
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policies and strategies enacted between the U.S. and Mexico, to deter and prevent migration 

from Central America.  

 

Monroy and Barriós trace in their book “Sur Inicio en un Camino” the history of 

Mexico’s migration policies, noting in 1886 Mexico established the Ley de Extranjería y 

Naturalización, which allowed foreigners to establish residency in its boundaries “with the 

ability to obtain civil rights and protections provided by the Mexican Constitution”. This law 

also established the “faculty of the state” to deport “pernicious aliens”. 

In 1908, the first Ley de Migracion was established, on one side allowing foreigners who 

had resided in Mexico for three consecutive years to obtain Mexican citizenship; this law also 

dictated for the first time “restrictions for the admission of foreigners”.  

Eighteen years later, in 1926 the Ley de Migracion was replaced and updated with 

“nationalistic migration policies and migration controls”: it increased the requirements and 

restrictions for foreign nationals to be admitted to the Mexican state; immigration inspections 

were established and the requirement by those entering to establish “good moral conduct and an 

honest form of living”. The new Ley de Migracion also created a Registry for Foreigners and 

Nationals, to document exits and entries; an identification card was also created to identify 

migrants, to register migration movements, control the compliance of  migration rules in addition 

to regulating the exits of Mexican working outside of the Mexican boundaries. The law also 

established for the first time the punishment for foreign national drug traffickers and drug addicts 

and criminalized the trafficking of undocumented migrants.  

 Four years later the Ley de Migracion was updated and replaced once again, this time 

creating the Consejo Consultivo de Migracion (Migration Advisory Council). In 1936 the Ley 
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General de Población (General Population Law) is established as the “ regulatory legal 

framework for migration issues, as well as those related to tourism, demographics and the 

identification and registration of people” (pg 134). In 1947, this one was updated once again, 

with it establishing the initiation of estaciones migratorias (detention centers). In 1977, the 

General Population Law was once again updated, creating the Dirección General de Servicios 

Migratorios (General Directorate of Migratory Services) under the Secretary of the Interior. In 

reaction to the increase in migration flows from NTCA due to civil wars and internal conflicts, 

the Mexican state established its migrant control force, in 1993 establishing the Instituto National 

de Migracion (INM, National Institute of Migration) as the main restriction arm.  

 

From Migration Controls to Securitization  

As several scholars note, the 90’s saw massive migration flows with the exodus of 

thousands of nationals from NTCA, fleeing the aftermath destruction caused by civil wars that 

wreaked havoc in the region and massacred millions (Friedland, 1987; Garcia, 2006; Doyle, 

2003; Kimball, 2007; FitzGerald, forthcoming). The 90’s also saw the fortifying flourish of 

Mexican drug cartels after the demise of the  Medellín and Cali Colombian cartels (Council on 

Foreign Relations, 2017). Along with the creation of INM as the enforcement arm, the Mexican 

government implemented a series of policies that strengthened the push for securitization of its 

southern border. Five years after the establishment of INM, Operacion Sellamiento was 

implemented to combat drug trafficking and organized crime. The migration phenomenon from 

NTCA was conflated with the increased organized crime and drug cartels, giving the Mexican 

government a plausible narrative and excuse to proceed with its securitization: Operacion 

Sellamiento established the militarization of the southern border along with the authorization of 
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air, water and land patrolling (Caballeros, 2009). This period also saw massive deportations: 

between 1995-2000 there were 453,995 deportations just from the southern border of Mexico; 

85% of these took place in the state of Chiapas (Monroy, Cruz, and Barriós, 2009). This decade 

marked  the beginning of Mexico’s actions as a migration control enforcer with the securitization 

of its southern border with Guatemala 

 

Mexico’s Southern Border: From Securitization to Border Externalization   

According to Podkul and Kysel (2015) border externalization refers to the 

“extraterritorial actions by states –such as the provision of support for or assistance to security or 

migration management practices- through which a state prevents the arrival of migrants at its 

legal territorial borders” by collaborating with a third country. When seen through a power 

relations lens, externalization of borders is the “extraterritorial activities in sending and in transit 

countries at the request of the more powerful receiving state” (Menjivar, 2014).  

 
The externalization of borders plays out in different forms, some of these include: 

physical and legal barriers to push migrants to remain in place in their country of origin; policies 

and actions directed at apprehensions and deportations by transit countries and the creation of 

detention centers; logistical, financial, political support or economic aid by receiving countries to 

transit and origin countries (Kimball, 2007; Menjivar 2014; Podkul and Kysel, 2015). Much of 

the externalization of borders also involves the tactic of framing migration control as a national 

security issue, a need for the securitization of borders to control migration, and migrants as a 

national threat. (Menjivar 2014). 
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As for the implications of border externalization policies and actions on the human rights 

of migrants and refugees, Podkul and Kysel, from the Georgetown Law Human Rights Institute 

contend:  

“Border externalization policies and practices can directly affect the human rights 
of migrants- and state obligations to protect them… By directing migrant flows to 
third countries, externalization influences the nature and duration of state legal 
obligations, as well as which states are charged under international law with the 
protection of the rights of migrants. Indeed, border externalization may prevent 
(and seek to prevent) migrants from ever coming under the jurisdiction of 
destination states in an attempt to limit formal legal obligations to protect 
migrant’s rights… states should not knowingly aid or assist another state in the 
commission of an internationally wrongful act if the underlying act would be 
internationally wrongful if committed by the former state”(Podkul and Kysel, 
2015). 

 

Zaiotti (2016) further argues that states choose the externalization of border controls 

when it is an “efficient and cost-effective policy tool” to control migration “by off-loading 

indirect costs and forcing negative effects to a third party”. Furthermore, seen through an 

economic lens, states may determine that migration controls maximize profits or reduces future 

expenses by “off-loading” indirect costs and negative impacts of enforcing migration controls to 

a third party. In the case of the U.S. and Mexico, this latter one has taken on the role of 

implementing border controls and exponentially increasing the detention of Central Americans- 

along with the abuse of their human rights.  Zaoitti also states that another incentive to off-shore 

migration controls is the political benefits that allows “liberal governments to circumvent 

domestic legal and political constraints”.  

 
The following section will encompass a review of actions and policies in the last 30 years 

by the United States and Mexico that sought to deter the transit of NTCA migrants through 

Mexico to prevent them from reaching the US-Mexico border. 
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Global Reach was enacted in 1997 by then Immigration and Naturalization Services 

(INS). The purpose of this program -launched internationally- was to stop migration at the 

source. Between 1997 and 2001, INS (later to become the Department of Homeland Security11) 

provided training and capacitation to 45,000 people in the U.S. and abroad to detect fraudulent 

documentation. This program has also been responsible for transit countries to consider 

unauthorized migration as a criminal offense12 (Kimball, 2007).   

In 2000 Mexico enacted Plan Sur, what Alvaro Caballeros calls “the greatest operative in 

Mexico’s history against undocumented migrants” (Monroy, Cruz, and Barriós, 2009). Based on 

INM official statements, Plan Sur sought to contain migration flows in Mexico’s southern border 

region, with the main objective to “strengthen surveillance and control of migration flows, from 

the Istmo of Tehuantepec [Mexico’s narrowest point with Guatemala] to the Southern Border of 

Mexico” (Monroy, Cruz, and Barriós, pg 135).  

Plan Sur, led by INM, was a joint operation with SEGOB (Secretaria de Gobernacion), 

SRE (Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores), PGR (Procuraduría General de la Republica), SSP 

(Secretaria de Seguridad Publica), CISEN (Centro de Investigación y Seguridad Nacional), the 

Guatemalan government, and governments from the states of Chiapas, Tabasco, Yucatan, 

Veracruz and Oaxaca. INM dispatched hundreds of immigration agents across southern Mexico, 

using the military in the detection of undocumented migrants through established roadside 

checkpoints along Tehuantepec. It has also been noted Mexico received “$2 million a year [from 

																																																													
11 On March 1st, 2003 INS was eliminated as a dependency and its functions were transferred from the Department 
of Justice to the newly created Department of Homeland Security.  
 
12 In 2008, Mexico reformed its Ley General de Poblacion, with it decriminalizing unauthorized entry and stay. 
Previous articles in the law penalized unauthorized migrants with up to two years imprisonment and $5,000 pesos. 
The change now makes an unauthorized entry and stay a minor offense. (see: Grupo Coppan SC. Despenalización 
de la migración indocumentada en México).  
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the United States] to help Mexico deport [undocumented] Central American immigrants” 

(Kimball, pg 98). Under its publications at the time, the Mexican government reported a 

“decrease of 20% in unauthorized border crossing attempts in the southern border and a 32% 

decrease in attempts towards the United States… Deportation of 133,000 undocumented [people] 

by December 2001” (Monroy, Cruz, and Barriós, 2009).  

Monroy and Barrios also note, while the Plan Sur accomplished a marked decrease in the 

migration flow of migrants from NTCA, the most problematic actions were:  

• It institutionalized the collaboration and participation of institutions from the three 
levels of government and the military  in the migration control and surveillance.  

• It criminalized migration with the participation of the military and police forces in 
migration activities.  

• It correlated migrants with organized crime and a threat to national security.  
• It deviated migration flows to isolated areas, with it increasing the risks and 

threats for migrants.  (pg 136)  

 

While Plan Sur was eventually dismantled after criticism for its militarization tactics, and 

their similarity to U.S. immigration border militarization tactics, Mexico’s quest to securitize its 

southern border did not lessen, but rather changed strategy towards internal control. The creation 

of internal mechanisms to control migrants from Central America included building Mexico’s 

largest detention center Estacion Migratoria Siglo XXI in Tapachula, Chiapas; the signage of 

repatriation agreements with Guatemala and El Salvador; and expanding immigration 

checkpoints on highways  (Kimball, 2007).   Further, it can be argued that Plan Sur was a critical 

point of amplified concerted collaboration between Mexico and the United States in its quest to 

deter, prevent and return migrants and refugees. The next phase of border externalization 

increased funding from the United States into Mexico, targeted collaboration on border policing, 

intelligence sharing and the magnified policies by Mexico.  
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  In 2002, the U.S. and Mexico presented the Smart Borders Initiative. Dubbed as the 

“smart border for the 21st century”, this program was framed around “securing the borders while 

also speeding the free flow of people and commerce” (Kimball, 2007). This program focused on 

providing security infrastructure to control migration- and though not explicitly affirming it was 

directed at Central American migrants, it did state it would “allow our governments to determine 

who crosses the borders” 13.  

 A year later, the Mexican government  “unveiled Plan Centinela, which deployed 18,000 

troops on transportation routes and at the southern border explicitly to prevent any attacks on the 

United States or its interests in Mexico during the U.S.- led war on Iraq” (FitzGerald, 

forthcoming)  

In 2005, the collaboration between Mexico and the U.S. expanded to also include 

Canada, with the Security and Prosperity Partnership. This program sought to “promote greater 

regional economic cooperation” while addressing security concerns and border security through 

the sharing of information (Menjivar, 2014).  Mexico also made a significant convergence of its 

migration control activities that year,  as part of its national security: on May 18th, it announced 

“INM is recognized as part of the national security instance” by being included under the 

Seguridad Nacional cabinet (Monroy, Cruz, and Barriós, pg 7). And if success can be measured 

by the deportations of migrants from NTCA by Mexican authorities, then they hit a home run. As 

Table 1 shows, between 2003-2005 there was an exorbitant increase in deportations.  

																																																													
13 See: “U.S.- Mexico Border Partnership Agreement”. Policies in Focus, White House. Web. http://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/usmxborder 
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Framed to target the “flow of illicit goods and persons” (Seelke, 2010),  the Merida 

Initiative  was implemented by the United States in 2008, to “fight DTO’s and organized crime 

in Mexico, and to a lesser extent, Central America” (Renwick, 2016). The program also provided 

equipment to Mexico for migrant monitoring and bio-data collection. The year of its 

implementation there was an uproar when a video surfaced of Mexican police officers in 

Guanajuato being trained on torture techniques by U.S. military contractors (Bonello, 2008), yet 

the program moved forward full steam.   

The funding to continue the externalization operations has continued to flow since: 

between FY2008 and FY2015, U.S. Congress appropriated nearly $2.5 billion to Mexico, the 

highest financial amount to date, through the CARSI (Central America Regional Security 

Initiative), a security and rule of law focused aid package. During FY16, then President Obama 

requested $1billion from Congress for its U.S. Strategy for Engagement in Central America. The 

funding for this plan, which encompasses 40% of that from the previous seven years, would 

provide “security, governance and economic development” (Renwick, pg 6-7).  

The funding, training and directives from the U.S have been a continuous, concerted 

focus to ensure the Mexico-Guatemala border is functioning to its benefit. And top officials 

haven’t been shy about stating so. In 2012, during the US- Mexico Chamber of Commerce 
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conference in Washington, DC Alan Bersin, then Assistant Secretary of International Affairs and 

Chief Diplomatic Officer for the Department of Homeland Security, stated:  

“The Guatemalan border with Chiapas is now our southern border…The 
economy contributes to it [decreased in unauthorized entries to the US] but the 
enforcement posture in the United States has increased since 1993 in a way that 
was absolutely unforeseen. One of the great bipartisan accomplishments of the 
last generation, some would say the greatest accomplishment, Republicans and 
Democrats alike, was restoring the rule of law to the U.S.-Mexican border.”  
(Taylor, Rio Grande Guardian, 2012)  

 

Additionally, Border Patrol Chief Mike Fisher stated in the 2012–2016 Border Patrol strategy, 

“the U.S.-Mexico border is our last line of defense.” (Miller, 2014).  

 

The most recent externalization policy to be implemented by the Mexican government is 

the Programa Frontera Sur (Frontera sur Program, also referred to some scholars as Programa 

Integral Frontera Sur), enacted in 2014 as a continuation of the externalization of border policies 

and collaboration with the US, and in response to the ‘refugee crisis’ of Central American 

children and women forced to flee from their homes in NTCA. Programa Frontera Sur is 

securitization on steroids, making all previous policies look like child’s play.  NGO’s, human 

rights defenders and investigative reports have brought light to what they call the ‘war in 

southern Mexico’ in what has become an ‘open season’ on Central American migrants (Knippen 

José,  Boggs Clay, and Meyer Maureen, 2015; Castillo, 2016; REDODEM 2015; REDODEM 

2017; Miller 2014; Carlsen 2015; Pascaud, 2015; The Guardian 2015).  

 

Through the Programa Frontera Sur program, the Mexican government sent the army, 

state, municipal, and migration agents as well as more than 300 members of the ‘Gendarmerie’, a 

new force of military police “with the mission of protecting strategic economic interests”.  
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Further, Salvador Lacruz from Fray Matias Center for Human Rights in Tapachula was quoted 

stating that the “externalization of borders [through this program] moved its border and turned 

Mexico into a vertical border where border control is exercised throughout” (Carlsen, pg 2-3). 

 

As Pascaud (2015) points out, Mexico’s border securitization rampage can easily be 

traced to funding. For this venture, the U.S. Congress approved an additional $112 million, to 

“help modernize and make Mexico’s border more efficient”. Among the many goodies, the 

‘militarization package’ funding included:  

“X-ray vans, contraband detection kits, biometric kiosks and accompanying 
databases to store facial and retinal information and fingerprints…funds for 
Mexico’s National Institute of Migration, the Mexican Marines and federal police 
for facility construction, patrol boats, night vision and communication equipment 
and maritime sensors. There are helicopters, which the Washington Office on 
Latin America says have been spotted in places near Mexico’s southern border. 
And there are the K-9 units, the drug and contraband-sniffing dogs. x-ray vans, 
biometric kiosks and databases to store facial information and fingerprints, 
Funding is also allocated to INM and the Marines for facility construction as well 
as patrol boats, night vision, maritime sensors, and communication equipment” 
(Miller, 2014). 

 

 

The results were immediate. As Graph 1 by Ernesto Rodriguez Chaves shows, the ratio of 

migrants by Mexico and the United States was reversed in the 2014/2015 period, as “a result of 

Mexican government’s implementation of the Integral Program for the Southern Border 

[Programa Integral Frontera Sur]” (Rodriguez, 2017). Mexico effectively was able to deter and 

prevent migrants from NTCA from reaching the US-Mexico border, by effectively detaining and 

deporting mothers, children, unaccompanied minors and men- many of them seeking refuge- 

from its territory.  
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The externalization of borders also extends to deter and detain other migrants the United 

States deems of interest. During my field work, I interviewed a government official who works 

at Estacion Migratoria XXI in Tapachula, Chiapas and confirmed that staff from the US 

government have an office there. This official , who requested anonymity to discuss their 

observations and knowledge on this issue, stated in recent years INM received equipment from 

the US government, including equipment to check biometrics, veracity of photo credentials and 

new computers. Further, the official stated personnel from the U.S. embassy have also visited the 

Mexican immigration facility to provide trainings on identifying false documents and human 

trafficking. The official also stated that two years ago, an office was established inside Estacion 

Migratoria XXI for U.S. government personnel. This office is separate from other offices, but the 

official stated it was clear the U.S. personnel are based from there. The official also noted high 

level staff at the immigration facility have not informed the other staff why the presence of U.S. 

government personnel. The government official stated U.S. government agents interview 

migrants and refugees arriving in the detention center who are flagged as “being suspicious”. 
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The official also mentioned suspected information that the Secretaria de Gobernacion has an 

agreement with the U.S. government to receive money for expenses incurred at immigration 

detention centers in Mexico for detaining migrants. 

 

The externalization of migrant controls has also extended beyond Programa Frontera Sur. 

In February 2017, I interviewed three representatives from organizations in the US-Mexico 

border who reported actions by the Mexican and U.S. governments preventing asylum seekers – 

including Mexican nationals, from reaching CBP offices. A coordinator of the Movilidad 

Humana de la Diócesis de Mexicali stated starting on August 2016 Mexican INM officials in 

Mexicali began keeping a list of people who were seeking asylum in the U.S. and giving them a 

number to be interviewed at the Calexico CBP office. The coordinator also stated Mexican 

authorities control who gets to CBP and who doesn’t. The filtering practice began with Haitian 

refugees, then extended to NTCA migrants and Mexican nationals seeking asylum in the U.S. 

When discussing the actions, he considered this was done to control the flow of people:  

“They [Mexican government] are helping the U.S. government by preventing people 
from arriving, who should be allowed in.”  

 
He also stated in instances when the line at CBP Calexico was too long, agents sent people back  
 
to Mexico where Mexican authorities detain people.  
 

“They [CBP] do this to not get involved, they have Mexican authorities do their work.”  
 

The reports of Mexican officials keeping lists of who was allowed to reach the CBP 

offices is not isolated to Mexicali. I also interviewed a coordinator of the Red Casas del Migrante 

y Centros de Derechos Humanos Zona Norte in Nogales. During our conversation, the 

coordinator stated in Sonora, Policía Auxiliar officers also kept lists of people who were allowed 
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to reach the Nogales CBP office. She stated those seeking asylum would have to go to the Garita 

DeConsini office on the Mexican side to request to be put on the list to be admitted into CBP.  

 
 Lastly, I also interviewed an immigration lawyer with the organization Al Otro Lado, 

representing asylum seekers in Tijuana.  She stated beginning to see a pattern of CBP agents 

turning away asylum seekers in 2015.  Agents in San Ysidro would tell asylum seekers they 

couldn’t apply at the border, instead directing them to go to the U.S. consulate in Mexico City or 

U.S. embassy in their home country. When her clients were able to reach CBP directly, CBP 

agents told them to go back to the INM office in Tijuana. The lawyer stated the INM office is 

also a detention center, thus people from NTCA were at risk of being apprehended by Mexican 

immigration authorities. She also shared a procedure, since cancelled, where asylum seekers had 

to obtain a ticket from Grupo Beta at a mobile office to be able to reach CBP office. Tickets were 

only being given to individuals with an oficio de salida; anyone else was denied a ticket.  

The lawyer also stated in January of 2017 she represented a man from Turkey seeking 

asylum in the U.S., who had been tortured as a political prisoner. The CBP official stated that the 

man “was not at risk in Mexico” and denied him entry. She also stated as she continued calling 

for CBP officials to accept the man for a credible fear interview, the CBP official stated, “I’m 

going to call Grupo Beta and have them remove you”. A report by Human Rights Watch dated 

May 3, 2017 further raises attention to this issue.14  

 The United States has also extended migration controls beyond Mexico. News articles 

report U.S. has provided funding to El Salvador and Honduras to ensure their citizens either are 

prevented from leaving or were effectively repatriated. In 2014, The LA Times and La Tribuna 

																																																													
14 García Bochenek, Michael. “US Turning Away Asylum Seekers at Mexican Border”. Human Rights Watch.    
May 3, 2017.  
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reported that Honduran law enforcement units were trained by the U.S. Border Patrol, ICE, and 

other law enforcement agencies and the government was provided funding by the U.S. State 

Department to deter children and families trying to cross the border from Honduras to Guatemala 

(La Tribuna, 2014; Carcamo, 2014a; Carcamo 2014b). In 2016, the Washington Post reported 

that a memorandum between the U.S. and El Salvador stated it would pay $41.03 for every 

Salvadorian who was returned to the country after a deportation. With 218,165 Salvadorians who 

have been repatriated, the country has received approximately $5, 258, 609 (Guevara, 2016). 

 

The U.S. and Mexico have collaborated through an intricate set of policies and actions to 

deter the migration flow from Central America-  to prevent children, women and men from 

stepping on U.S. soil. Through the externalization of its border, the U.S. has effectively 

outsourced border securitization, migration controls, as well as responsibilities to uphold the 

human rights and prevent the abuse of Central American refugees and migrants.  

Mexico is not a victim in this situation though. It has banked on receiving billions of 

dollars, which the U.S. has calculated as an investment for current political gain as  well as the 

future costs for addressing continued migration flows. Mexico’s cooperation – or lack of- to 

deter NTCA migrants from reaching the US-Mexico border is used as a bargaining chip in its 

quid pro relationship with the U.S., serving its political and economic interests.  
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IMPLICATIONS OF PROGRAMA FRONTERA SUR  

 This relationship of interest – and its consequent actions and policies through the 

Programa Frontera Sur- have had dire effects on migrants from NTCA. As Fernandez 

Casanueva and Rodriguez (2016) note: 

“managing irregular migration in transit, often seen as a threat that must be 
stopped by all means, has become a bargaining chip between destination and 
transit countries, illustrated clearly by the tendency to externalize the borders of 
those countries considered to be the main destination countries…Mexico has 
become increasingly committed to working with the United States on migration 
control, strengthening its policy for administering ‘migratory flows in transit’ as 
outlined by the Programa Integral de la Frontera Sur … established in 2014, to 
detain and deport migrants in transit through Mexico without the required 
migratory documents” (pg 3) 
 
 

Through reviews of reports by human rights organizations as well as analysis from the 

interviews conducted show this program has greatly shifted and impacted conditions for migrants 

travelling through Mexico. I identified three areas in which the Programa Frontera Sur has 

gravely impacted migration for NTCA migrants. In Chapter two I will further expand on the 

implications of the Frontera Sur Program for migrant women from NTCA. 

  The first implication of the Programa Frontera Sur is a disruption to the traditional 

routes migrants used to transit through Mexico (see Figure 1) as a result of increased checkpoints 

along roads and highways, volantas15 and increased security along ‘La Bestia’ trains to prevent 

migrants from boarding.  Three main corridors that followed the train routes, and which migrants 

transited are:  

A) Pacific Coast: From Ten Uman, Guatemala to Arriaga, Chiapas  
B) Central: From Mesilla, Guatemala to Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas, and  
C) Usumacinta Jungle: From El Naranjo, Guatemala to Palenque, Chiapas 

																																																													
15 Mobile units set up by INM throughout Mexican territory  
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A report by EMIF (Encuestas sobre Migracion en la Frontera Sur y Norte) noted:  

“As a result of Programa Frontera Sur, mobile operatives have increased along 
roads and highways, resulting in most of the apprehensions [by INM] in these two 
areas… In the specific case of the trains, various government institutions (INM, 
PGR, Sedena, Policía Federal and Semar) conduct operatives in the train route of 
the Istmo  de  Tehuantepec, to ‘establish a control and registration of migrants and 
the identification of individuals connected to illicit immigration acts’,  which has 
inhibited the presence of migrants in irregular situation in the country, who utilize 
this method of transportation”  (EMIF, 2015) 

 

 

In the announcement of the Programa Frontera Sur, the Pena Nieto administration stated 

the strategy to deter migrants from boarding ‘La Bestia’ trains were “to prevent undocumented 

immigrants from using the freight trains, jeopardizing the immigrants’ physical integrity or even 

their lives”16. While the increased securitization of the trains has decreased the number of 

migrants who board them, the train rides have become more dangerous: “Migrants say riding it is 

now riskier: police and migration agents monitor the route more closely, and the locomotives 

																																																													
16 México: Presidencia de la Republica, “Pone en marcha el presidente Enrique Peña Nieto el Programa Frontera 
Sur”. Posted July 7, 2014.  
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often run faster, making it more dangerous to get and stay on. More than 100 migrants have lost 

limbs in accidents since 2012”. Furthermore, this action has made migrants who resorted to the 

train as a means of transportation even further vulnerable, as the report “Easy Prey” notes: “La 

Bestia is last-resort transportation for the poorest travelers” (International Crisis Group, 2016). 

 

The shifting of the traditional routes along with the increased presence of INM officials, 

checkpoints and volantas have pushed migrants to travel through more isolated and hidden areas, 

mostly through mountains and forests, where it is harder for INM to detect them. The new routes 

migrants are now taking have also pushed them farther from shelters and NGOs providing 

assistance and traditionally found along the train routes. Most of the women I interviewed stating 

having to walk through mountains and fields to circumvent INM officials. Of those who reported 

being assault during their journey, most assaults took place in isolated areas.  

 

Further, the International Crisis Group states that while “massive deportations from 

Mexico and the U.S. have failed to stem the tide of Central Americans fleeing endemic poverty 

combined with epidemic violence…stepped up enforcement has diverted undocumented 

migration into more costly, circuitous and dangerous channels. (International Crisis Group, 

2016). The heightened immigration enforcement by Mexican authorities also threaten to drive 

more refugees and migrants into the brutal hands of smugglers or criminal organizations. A 

report by WOLA (Washington Office for Latin America) highlighted the heightened number of 

kidnappings, extortions, robberies, and abuses throughout the country after the implementation 

of the Programa Frontera Sur (Knippen, Boggs, and Meyer, 2015). 
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The next dire implication of the Programa Frontera Sur for NTCA migrants has been the 

exponential increased apprehensions and deportations, including of children and unaccompanied 

minors.  While detentions of migrants began to increase since 2012, the numbers of detentions 

and deportations -especially of migrants from NTCA exploded after 2014, as Graph 2 shows. In 

2015,  detentions of NTCA migrants increased 71% after the implementation of PFS, and 

deportations increased by 64%. 

 

Médecins Sans Frontières, in their report “Forced to flee Central America's Northern 

Triangle: A Neglected Humanitarian Crisis”, stated NTCA migrants are deported in ‘swift 

repatriations’ (sometimes less than 36 hours) “despite the exposure to violence and the deadly 

risks these populations face in their countries of origin”. They also contend “the non-refoulement 

principle is systematically violated in Mexico” with an inadequate process that can assesses 

“individual needs for protection or the determination of a person’s best interest, as required by 

law” (MSF, 2017) . 
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Even more concerning, Mexico is deporting the vast number of unaccompanied Central 

American minors. The number of apprehended minors nearly multiplied ten-fold in the last five 

years, from 4,129 in 2011 to 40,542 in 2016. Of children under 11 years old, 12.7 percent were 

registered travelling through Mexico as unaccompanied minors17 (MSF, 2017).  The Migration 

Policy Institute also reports a sharp increase of children under the age of 12 and girls- both 

considered the most vulnerable populations for exploitation and abuse through Mexico. 

Deportations of minors increased by 58% after the implementation of PFS (Villegas and Rietig, 

2015). The increased detention of minors in Mexico has led to a decrease of detentions by U.S. 

authorities:  

“it appears that Mexico’s increased enforcement capacity and efforts—partly 
under pressure of the United States—are the main drivers of the decrease in child 
arrivals at the U.S.-Mexico border. Many of the children who would have 
otherwise presented themselves to the U.S. Border Patrol are now apprehended by 
Mexico’s National Migration Institute” (Villegas and Rietig, 2015). 

 
In the cases of two of the women I interviewed, their minor children were apprehended in 

Mexico, without the mothers being able to regain their custody before they were deported to their 

country of birth. I discuss this in more detail in Chapter 2.  

The last area of impact of the Programa Frontera Sur against NTCA migrants is an upsurge in 

human rights violations against migrants, in part due to the increased enforcement, and the lack 

of justice served in these abuses. While the Pena Nieto administration stated that the Frontera Sur 

Program would make Mexico’s southern border “safe for Mexicans and migrants alike”18, this 

couldn’t be further from the truth. In the first six months of 2015, Mexico’s National 

																																																													
17 Without an adult relative or care taker 
 
18 México: Presidencia de la Republica, “Pone en marcha el presidente Enrique Peña Nieto el Programa Frontera 
Sur”. Posted July 7, 2014.  
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Commission on Human Rights (Comisión Nacional de los Derechos Humanos, CNDH) reported 

567 complaints of abuse committed by officials from INM, a 39% increase from the previous 12-

month period (The Guardian, 2015).  

Additionally, the report by WOLA, "An Uncertain Path: Justice for crimes and human rights 

violations against migrants and refugees in Mexico” states that of the 383 complaints received by 

CNDH between 2011-2015, only 96 cases “resulted in a preliminary investigation being opened 

and only four resulted in sentences for the perpetrators”. Additionally, “of the 1,617 complaints 

of human rights violations against migrants received from December 1, 2012 to June 15, 2015, 

only four resulted in a formal recommendation issued to the institution implicated in the 

complaint”. (Knippen, José, Clay Boggs, and Meyer, 2015). 

 

 
THEORERICAL FRAMEWORK  

 
 When I began this research project- in its early design stage- I was interested in looking 

at how the Program Frontera Sur impacted the human rights of Central American migrants. Once 

in the field though, I soon learned that the implications of this program,  as well as the ways in 

which violence and gender inequality forced men and women to leave their countries, were 

different. While I am now primarily interested in analyzing the strategies and actions women 

utilize to navigate and confront the violence that forces them out as well as through their journey 

in Mexico, research I have conducted in gender analysis have deepened my understanding of the 

implications of the Frontera Sur program play out in different ways for men and women in 

Mexico. Further analysis in the future should be extended to deepen this portion of the research. 

For this section I will discuss the importance of gender analysis in migration studies, the theories 
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of agency and techniques of self to analyze the strategies and actions migrant women incorporate 

to confront violence and navigate border externalization as they seek refuge and freedom.   

 

 

1. Gender in Migration Studies  

To understand the importance of gender analysis in migration studies, it is first necessary to 

understand its evolution in academia. In “Feminism and Migration”, Pierrete Hondagneu-Sotelo 

provides a genealogical understanding of the progression of feminist migration, to understand the 

varying stages of feminist migration research and its current position in the field of migration 

studies. Though feminist migration studies have grown expansively since their inception, 

Hondagneu argues that feminist migration research remains at the margins of the mainstream 

migration studies, as a “ghettoized subfield”. The initial stage of feminist scholarship, which 

emerged in the 1970-1980’s, was the first to confront and address the exclusion of women in 

migration research by adding women to the research (often at the cost of ridicule and blatant 

hostility by mainstream scholars). A problem with this -which Hondagneu calls the add and stir 

approach- is that women were merely added as a variable in the research and then compared to 

men. Hondagneu contends that this “produced skewed women-only portraits of immigration 

experiences” and “paradoxically…encouraged scholarship that marginalized immigrant women” 

while ignoring issues of power relations (2000, pg 111). 

The second phase of research on gender and migration emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, 

focusing on the gendering of migration patterns, the way migration configures systems of gender 

inequality and ways in which gender relations change though the process of migration.  

Stephanie J. Nawyn succinctly puts this progression going from “contrasting women to men” to 
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focusing “on gender as a system of relations which is influenced by migration” (Hondagneu, 

2000). Hondagneu notes that emerging feminist studies of this period questioned the household 

strategies model used by mainstream scholars which presented “unitary households undivided by 

gender and generational hierarchies of power, authority and resources” (2000, pg 115). As 

Hondagneu contends, families and social networks that immigrants use are highly gendered 

institutions, and the feminist research critically examined “intrahousehold relations of power that 

shape migration decision-making processes”.  

The current phase of feminist immigration scholarship focuses on looking at “gender as a 

constitutive element of immigration”. Using this deeper level of analysis allows the dissection of 

engendered policies. For example, Hondagneu’s research found that Proposition 187 passed in 

1995 targeted women and children – through the elimination of public assistance and social 

welfare- as they were perceived by demagogue politicians as core to demographic transition of 

California (2000).  Regardless of the advancement, a fundamental problem with immigration 

scholarship Hondagneu presents is that “gender is scarcely recognized or understood as having 

anything to do with relations of power… it is seen within the framework of traditional sex roles”. 

Furthermore, she contends that women’s experiences are dismissed in the broader immigration 

studies, where oftentimes large-scale research is conducted with immigrant men, and then 

implied to represent immigrants across genders.  

Silvia Pedraza (1991) argues having a focus on gender and family can provide the 

“necessary linkage of micro and macro levels of analyses”. Pedraza contends when gender is 

placed as the central organizing principle of analysis, it shows that in fact “gender plays a central 

role in the decision to migrate and the composition of the migration flows” (pg 321). She argues 

that “the pervasive assumption that international migrant is a young, economically motivated 
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male has overshadowed the reality of migration streams that were dominated by women” (pg 

304). Connected to this is the “corollary assumption…that it is males who typically make the 

decision to migrate and that females follow” (pg 306). In her analysis of the demographic 

composition of the migration flow, Pedraza highlights how men and women experience the 

emigration process differently. Within this, she states that “it is quite common for refugee flows 

to be initially dominated by women and children… Refugees initially lack a motivation to settle 

elsewhere and only when they come to perceive the existing political situation as intolerable do 

they feel forced to leave, a choice they would rather not have made” (pg 312). Pedraza also 

argues that “the theoretical and empirical challenge now facing immigration research inheres in 

its capacity to capture both individuals as agents, and social structures as delimiting and 

enabling” (pg 308).   Within my research of Central American migrant and refugee women, I 

found that it was primarily the women who made the decision to migrate or leave, especially 

when violence was directed to their children. Additionally, it was women who oftentimes made 

the decisions of who was at most risk and who they could take with them- youngest children, 

those targeted by gangs, siblings at risk of recruitment.  

Patricia Pessar (2003), in her work "Engendering migration studies" , argues that when 

gender is brought to the forefront as a central organizing principle many significant analyses 

emerge on the field of migration, including how men and women experience migration 

differently and how this impacts settlement, integration and transmigration. She further states 

that using a gender analysis raises further examination of the role migration has in reinforcing or 

challenging patriarchy. Pessar further contends feminist theory within migration studies cannot 

be mutually exclusive from an analysis of race, class and ethnic exploitation, because failing to 

do so will disregard the implications of “racism and other structures of oppression” (2003, pg 
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578). Pessar describes her own re-evaluation process and deeper analysis on the interconnections 

of gender and race, moving from her adamant belief in the gains of Dominican immigrant 

women, to recognizing that their gains were less than reported and calls on academics to 

“abandon the notion that gender hierarchy is the most determinative structure in [women’s’] 

lives… (leaving) the more daunting task of examining how women’s and men’s lives are 

affected by the multiple and interrelated forms of oppression lined to gender, class, race, 

ethnicity and foreign status” (pg 589). 

Lowe (2008) further argues bringing an “interdisciplinary feminist perspective”  to the 

studies of migration and refugee studies -through which- when sovereignty gets analyzed “the 

recent fortification of the U.S.-Mexican border appears less as a rational index of 

a new ‘immigration crisis’ and more an expression of a gendered transformation of the meaning 

of U.S. state sovereignty within the context of globalization” (pg 2). She further discusses 

government-declared national ‘crises’ “appear to authorize the state's monopoly on violence and 

are used to justify the disrespect of laws and liberal political bodies, and the overriding of civil 

rights” (pg 10) . While Lowe was referring to the anti-immigrant legislation and policies 

implemented in the early 2000s, we can use her argument to analyze the  current case of migrant 

women from NTCA seeking refuge in the U.S. The ‘refugee child and women crisis’ the U.S. 

decried in 2014, when  thousands of Central American women arrived at the US- Mexico, 

fleeing the rampant, growing violence that was targeting them in their home countries. Instead of 

recognizing them as refugees- the U.S. government, under President Obama- detained the 
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women along with their children, and though most were released (but not without electronic 

ankle bracelets) many more were detained for months and up to a year19.  

As I discussed in the Historical Context section, the U.S did not stop there. The 

collaboration between Mexico and U.S. to externalize borders and increase migrant controls has 

further intensified with the Frontera Sur Program, to deter and restrict the passage of Central 

Americans through Mexico, to prevent them from reaching the US-Mexico border and seek 

asylum. Now in 2018, with the arrival of migrants and refugees arriving at the U.S-Mexico 

border with the Pueblo Sin Fronteras Caravan 20, the Trump administration has chosen and 

proceeded to criminalize entry to the U.S. and implemented a policy of separating children from 

their parents- people seeking asylum as well as people who entered without inspection 21 while 

disregarding international laws protecting migrant and refugee rights.   

 

2. Agency  

To further analyze the strategies and actions migrant women from NTCA implemented as 

they confronted and navigated violence and migrant controls, I begin with an overview of 

agency. According to Giddens (1984), agency is an individual’s ability to take conscious actions 

																																																													
19 See: “Meet the Central American Women the United States Is Detaining and Deporting”. The Nation. December 
26, 2016.  
 
20 See: Kahn, Carrie. “Central Americans From Migrant Caravan Arrive at U.S. Border to Find Crossing at Capacity”. 
National Public Radio. April 30, 2018.  

21 See: “ACLU challenges Trump Administration practice of forcibly separating asylum-seeking parents and young 
children”. American Civil Liberties Union. February 26, 2018. Web:  
https://www.aclu.org/news/aclu-challenges-trump-administration-practice-forcibly-separating-asylum-seeking-
parents-and 
 
See: Horwitz, Sari and Sacchetti, Maria. “Sessions vows to prosecute all illegal border crossers and separate children 
from their parents”. The New York Times. May 7, 2018  
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to deal with, challenge or negotiate structural constraints. Basok (2016) further explains agency -

which should not be correlated with “empowerment”- is people’s “ability to affect their world in 

some meaningful way” (pg 21). Within migration studies, Basok contends “…the recognition of 

agency is reflected in the autonomy of migration approach which implies […] looking at 

migratory movements and conflicts in terms that prioritize the subjective practices, the desires, 

the expectations and the behavior of migrants themselves” (pg 21). Basok also references 

Papadopoulos who points out “ migrants deal with border controls, smugglers, and criminals by 

factoring them into their mobility strategies. Rather than opposing them, they undo them by 

moving to the next city, the next country, the next continent. Migrants undo them by 

incorporating them into their imperceptible excessive movements” (pg 22).  

 Using Papadopoulos analysis, it is clear the migrant women I interviewed are agents of 

their journey- confronting the violence and gang threats that targeted their families, embarking in 

an odyssey seeking refuge and navigating migrant controls as they seek freedom.  

 

3. Techniques of Self  

As I researched agency, I came across techniques of the self in “Rethinking Transit 

Migration: precarity, mobility, and self-making in Mexico”. Basok, et al (2016) refer to 

techniques of self or ‘techniques of self-making’ as those actions that “migrants employ to assert 

their agency in the face of the obstacles they encounter” (pg 11). Their use of techniques of self 

is based on Foucault’s work on technologies of self.  Foucault discussed these technologies as 

“techniques that human beings use to understand themselves”. He further expanded on 

technologies of the self as those that “permit individuals to effect by their own means or with 

the help of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, 
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conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state 

of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (1988). Using Foucault’s theory, we 

can see migrants as subjects creating and recreating themselves throughout their migration 

odyssey.  

Apostolidis (2010) describes technologies of self as “regular processes of conduct on the 

level of individual bodies and minds that contributed in small but significant ways to the 

organization and flows of power in immigrants’ workers’ lives, patterns of external behavior and 

internal emotional comportment that also were not prescribed by the institutions governing the 

migratory travels and working conditions these people faced” (pg 247). In his research of 

immigrant workers in the meatpacking industry, he uses techniques of the self to discuss how 

undocumented workers face their struggles to avoid being detained and deported.  

In their book, Basok and et al research the techniques of self that migrants develop to 

confront and navigate the “immobilizing effects of precarity” and the ways in “which they 

employ their agency to secure their movement towards the desired destination”, including: 

spirituality, self-concealment, passing as Mexicans, outmaneuvering the enemy, the art of self-

preservation, and the art of vigilance. To implement these different strategies in their journeys, 

migrants attain from their own experiences or from information they receive from other 

migrants, leading to “migrants train themselves to become resilient and resourceful” (pg 72) and 

“employ their agency to secure their movement towards the desired destination”(pg 73).  

The authors also contend as migrants engage in these strategies, “[they] do not only 

manage to cross the border, but […] also instill faith in themselves as agents who have at least 

some control over their lives (pg 73). Regarding this, Apostolidis notes,   “against an inescapable 

backdrop of indeterminacy and, to some extent, fearful contingency, such techniques of the self-
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gave these immigrant workers ways to elude capture and achieve their purposes – as well as a 

concrete basis for seeing themselves as capable of doing so” (2010, pg 75). 

Within their analysis of the various strategies, Basok et al (2016) note, “these strategies 

should not be seen merely in instrumental terms as ways to avoid danger but also as techniques 

of developing perceptions of the self as strong, resourceful, wise, and knowledgeable individuals 

capable of overcoming major obstacles” (pg 74) and “techniques of self are unquestionably ways 

to contest and disrupt the impact of the migration controls, criminal machinations and physical 

dangers could have on their ability to move forward” (pg 81).  

Furthermore, Apostolidis proposes techniques of self can be seen as “important moments 

of rupture within the biopolitical structures as ways of contesting and undermining power insofar 

as migrants’ narratives of resourcefulness and resistance disrupt the hegemonic portrayal of these 

migrants as helpless and paralyzed by fear” (pg 106). 

 

 
METHODS 
 

Between September and December of 2016, I conducted field work in Mexico in the 

cities of Tijuana (BC), Mexico City, Ixtepec (Oaxaca), San Cristobal de las Casas, Tapachula 

(Chiapas) and Tenosique (Tabasco) - where I travelled through the traditional routes that 

historically had been used by migrants- men and women- in their transit through Mexico. During 

this period, I interviewed sixteen migrant women from NTCA and Nicaragua, as well as twenty-

five individuals from human rights organizations including Una Mano Amiga (Tapachula), 

Voces Mesoamericanas (San Cristobal de las Casas), IMUMI (Mexico City), two immigration 

and human rights attorneys working in Mexico, religious leaders, government officials and 
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academics. In Tapachula, I also interviewed twenty-two men from Africa for research with Prof. 

David S. FitzGerald with the Center for Comparative Immigration Studies at UCSD.   

 

Furthermore, I also conducted ethnographic observations in four migrant shelters: Centro 

Madre Asunta in Tijuana, BC; Hermanos en el Camino in Ixtepec, Oaxaca; Albergue El Belen in 

Tapachula, Chiapas; and Casa Hogar para Migrantes ‘La 72’ in Tenosique, Tabasco. I also 

visited Ciudad Hidalgo and an unofficial border crossing between Mexico and Guatemala on Rio 

Suchiate. Additionally, I took transportation services – convis and bus- between Ciudad Hidalgo 

and Tapachula in Chiapas and from Tapachula to Ixtepec, Oaxaca to observe for presence of 

checkpoints that migrants referenced in the reports I reviewed prior to departure (see Figure 2). 

 

After observing an unofficial crossing at Rio Suchiate in Ciudad Hidalgo, I took a convi 

to Tapachula, Chiapas. Along the way, government officials were stopping cars – what seemed 

to be at random selection- on the main highway connecting both cities (see Figure 3) . From 

Tapachula, Chiapas I took an overnight bus to Juchitan, Oaxaca. During the route, which took 
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about six hours, we were stopped four times by INM agents and military personnel. Each time 

the agents boarded the bus and ,flashing a light, went through each row inspecting passenger’s 

faces.  While I did not witness immigration agents question anyone on the bus during my travel, 

reports by human rights organizations have highlighted the practice of questioning people on 

buses who they suspect of being ‘foreigners’ and taking people off the bus.  

  

During this route, we were asked to get off the bus- in La Ventosa- and were directed to  

take our luggage to an inspection center. A sign on the building stated a collaboration by 

Servicio de Administración Tributaria (SAT), Aduana and INM. Our bags were passed through a 

metal detector- we were not questioned nor asked for identification. I was informed by human 

rights defenders that this station was created after the Programa Frontera Sur, and while its 

purpose was stated to be for the detention of drugs from Guatemala, it has mostly affected 

migrants as drug trafficking organizations use other routes off the highways and main roads.  
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 About an hour later the bus was stopped by Policía Federal agents between Escuintla and 

Mapastepec. We were stopped once again right before Tonala, at a checkpoint manned by 

military officers. They boarded the bus and asked to check the baggage compartment. In 

Corazones there was a checkpoint with military personnel stationed, though we were not 

stopped. In Santiago Niltepec, the bus was stopped once again and an INM boarded the bus.  

When I arrived in Juchitan, Oaxaca, I took a local taxi to Ixtepec where the Hermanos en 

el Camino shelter is located. On the way, a conversation with the driver emerged and the issue of 

immigration surfaced. He shared he’s given rides to migrants to the shelter. He spoke of seeing 

people in distraught situations and empathized with their ordeal. He also mentioned other taxis 

are not as sympathetic and migrants are often overcharge for the route between Juchitan and 

Ixtepec. He also stated authorities can fine taxi drivers $50,000 pesos if caught driving migrants 

between checkpoints. This information was not corroborated by any of the human rights 

defenders I spoke to nor has been mentioned in reports I reviewed22.  

 
 

 I decided to utilize a qualitative approach for the field work conducted. For interviews, I 

contacted the coordinators of migrant shelters,  religious leaders as well as several academics 

prior to my departure to set up times to meet. Once in Mexico, additional connections were made 

with other interviewees through a snowball effect. As for the migrant women I interviewed for 

the core of this research, I met all of them at the migrant shelters I visited. Furthermore, upon my 

return from Mexico I also conducted four phone interviews with human rights defenders in the 

US-Mexico border regarding collaboration between CBP and Mexican authorities preventing 

asylum-seekers from reaching U.S. offices.  

																																																													
22 Fieldnotes of journey from Tapachula to Ixtepec from October 2016 
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For this research, I conducted a total of twenty-nine in-depth, semi-structured interviews 

with open-ended questions. This allowed the interviewee to expand on ideas, thoughts, and their 

personal stories. As for the interviews with the migrant women, I was interested in collecting 

personal narratives about the reasons for their migration, the strategies they utilized at different 

points of their journey, and the challenges and threats they faced. With all other interviewees I 

was interested in learning about the impact the Program Frontera Sur has had in the region since 

its implementation as well as their insights and expertise in the subject matter.  The interviews 

ranged between forty-five minutes to two hours. Subjects were informed that their names would 

not be published to encourage the full expression of ideas and opinions. All  women migrant 

interviewees have been given pseudonyms and staff and volunteers were noted as representatives 

for the specific organization.  

 
 
 
LIMITATIONS  
 

Due to the sensitive nature of the interviews and precarity of the subject matter, this 

research has limitations. First, all the interviews with migrant women were conducted in migrant 

shelters and are therefore a selected population. The data may be skewed- as it pertains to forms 

of relief the women are seeking and abuses reported- since they were able to receive information 

and assistance from legal providers at the shelters. A more thorough investigation would have 

encompassed interviews with migrant women who did not access the migrant shelters as well as 

women detained in detention centers. Due to the precarity and risks posed – to both migrant 

women and myself- of field work interviews along routes and the difficulty of accessing 

detention centers, I focused on conducting interviews in migrant shelters.  
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The first connections I made were with migrant shelters in Tapachula, Ixtepec and 

Tenosique. While the information I gathered there was rich and informative, it is also limited. In 

Tenosique and Tapachula, women had travelled shorter distances than the women I interviewed 

in Ixtepec, Tenosique. While I did visit a shelter in Tijuana, B.C, at the time of my visit 

(beginning of field work), there were no migrant women from Central America (the population 

at the shelter at the time were Haitian women seeking asylum in the U.S. and were being denied 

access).   Towards the end of my field work, I did make connections with migrant shelters in 

Mexico City and Tlaxcala, but due to time limitations I was unable to visit them. Interviews at 

the shelters could have surfaced additional information, especially in the area of further abuses 

and assaults women faced in their journey.  

Another limitation to this research are the interviews with women who were interviewed 

with partners. Specifically, two cases where women left with partners after receiving threats 

from gangs, the interviews felt tense and limited. In one case, the partner interjected in the 

interview and another interview was cut short after the male partner stated they were leaving the 

shelter. I chose not to ask women to be interviewed by themselves, to not make them feel 

pressured and create a space where they felt comfortable, though having interviews with women 

by themselves may have opened the opportunity for them to share more information.  

 
 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS OF WOMEN INTERVIEWED 
 

The core of this research focuses on interviews with sixteen women from NTCA and 

Nicaragua (see Table 2), who I interviewed in Mexico in 2016. These women shared powerful 

testimonies. They are women that acted amid violence and uncertainty, to protect their children 

and families, and their own wellbeing. They are women with dreams and goals- ones that 
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included living in a place without violence and providing opportunities for their children, so they 

would not face the same circumstances they faced. All the women were interviewed in migrants 

shelters I visited in the southern region of Mexico, in the states of Chiapas, Oaxaca and Tabasco.  

 

 

Below is demographical information obtained from the interviews:  

The age range of the women ranged between 22-41 years of age. Most of the women 

were from El Salvador(8), followed by Honduras (6), one from Guatemala and one from 

Nicaragua. Of the sixteen women, fourteen reported gang violence – including threat of violence, 

direct attacks, and death of relative- as main reason for departing their home country. Two 

women stated economic reasons- dire poverty- as the reason for departure.  

 

Regarding who they were travelling with, four (4) women reported travelling by 

themselves; two (2) reported travelling as an entire family unit; (seven (7) reported travelling 
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with their children only; and three (3) reported travelling with a partner only. Within the context 

of violence that fourteen of the women reported, this ranged from direct targeting of their 

children, threats made to them and/or partners for not joining a gang, death after unable to pay 

extortion fees to gangs, death of a relative or close friend (six women reported losing someone 

murdered by gangs). Eleven women reported abuses or assaults during their journey, including 

being robbed (5), chased off a train by INM agents (1), threatened by a gang member in a 

detention center (1), threat of abduction (1), sexual assault (1), rape (2), and denied care in 

hospital during pregnancy (2)23. Of the four women that reported no assaults, they were all 

interviewed in Tenosique or Tapachula. 

 

Through the interviews conducted and the analysis of these, I found there are three points 

where Central American women implement strategies as they navigate the violence directed at 

them or their families and as they navigate migrant controls and border externalization: 1) when 

the women decide they must leave their country, 2) through their journey in Mexico, when they 

navigate the challenges they are confronted with, and 3) at their current location (at time of 

interview) as they decide either to stay in Mexico or continue their journey north to seek asylum 

in the United States. In the next three chapters, I will lay out more details and analysis of these 

three stages. My data findings will also present how despite the circumstances these women 

faced in the context of the violence - from gangs, police and (ex) partners- they made decisions 

to protect their safety and that of their children and families. From the moment each of these 

women decided to leave, they began an extensive and complex decision-making process where 

they implemented different strategies that continued throughout their journey and at their current 

location.   
																																																													
23 Some of the women reported more than one assault and one women did not answer the question.  
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CHAPTER 1- Forced to Leave  

 
 

Central America, specifically El Salvador and Honduras, has seen a drastic spike in the 

departure of thousands of its citizens, forced to flee the grip of the violence that is wrecking these 

countries, stemming from decades of failed government policies and U.S. intervention. The 

reality for Central Americans is grim, and for women dire. Mired by gang violence, drug warfare 

and conflict, the Northern Triangle countries are a battle zone not only among fueling gangs, but 

towards its citizens.  Of the thirty million inhabitants, it is estimated that nearly ten percent of the 

population has left, mostly to the United States. El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras 

consistently rank among the most violent countries in the world. El Salvador currently has a 

homicide rate of ninety per hundred thousand, making it the “world’s most violent country not at 

war” (The Guardian, 2015). El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras rank first, third, and seventh 

for rates of female homicides globally24.  

Research conducted by the United Nations Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) among 

women fleeing these countries, found that violence directed at them or their loved ones was the 

key driving factor. The women interviewed in the report “Women on the Run” described how 

they and their children faced extreme levels of violence including murder, extortion, sexual 

violence, rape and/or domestic violence. Several women also reported also their children had 

been killed by the gangs and many others feared that criminal groups would recruit them by 

force, abuse or kill them (UNCHR, 2015).  

Similarly, in a survey of 467 migrants and refugees conducted by Médecins Sans 

Frontières and published in their report “Forced to Flee Central America’s Northern Triangle: A 

																																																													
24 The Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and Development, Global Burdens of Armed Violence (2015) 
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Neglected Crisis”, they found among migrants interviewed almost 40 percent mentioned direct 

attacks or threats to themselves or their families, extortion or gang-forced recruitment as the 

main reason for fleeing their countries. Of migrants from NTCA, 43.5% reported having a 

relative who died due to violence in the last two years (Salvadorans reported 56.2%).   

 
When looking at migration through a gender analysis, we can better conceptualize how 

policies and political actions by nation-states are gendered in ways that directly impact women 

disproportionately. Silvia Pedraza argues having a focus on gender and family can provide the 

“necessary linkage of micro and macro levels of analyses” and when gender is placed as the 

central organizing principle of analysis, it shows that in fact “gender plays a central role in the 

decision to migrate and the composition of the migration flows” (Pedraza, 1991). 

Thus, when we look at the context of violence in NTCA and the ways it impacts women 

directly, we can see connections in the shifts of recent migration flows. Kuhner (2016) states:  

“While women have been part of the migration flows from Central America to the 
U.S. over the past four decades, the nature and intensity of their participation has 
changed. During the 80s, the wars in Central America generated a movement of 
refugees, including women and children, and in the 90s, women migrated for 
family reunification, due to poverty and domes-tic violence. However, the 
economic crisis created by the wars and subsequent restructuring policies 
disproportionately affected women. At the beginning of the century, the 
feminization of migration became apparent. Young women, many mothers of 
young children, began to migrate for work to provide better opportunities for their 
families. Between 2000 and 2010, women comprised approximately 20% of the 
transit migration flows through Mexico and between 39%-45% of Central 
American irregular migrants who settled in the U.S. Since 2012, the number of 
women migrants in transit began to increase as a result of escalated violence in 
Central America. The detention of women by National Migration Institute 
(Instituto Nacional de Migración, INM) agents increased fivefold between 2011 
and 2015, while the detention of men multiplied by 2.5 times” (pg 5). 

 

The context of violence and a focus on gender analysis is important to include for review of 

the findings that emerged from the field work and interviews with the sixteen women. While 
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much of the literature I reviewed prior to departure for field work reported violence as a main 

driving factor forcing women from NTCA to migrant, I was interested in finding more 

specifically what that violence entailed, and how it impacted women. The first question my 

research sought to answer was: what the reasons for migrant women and children from NTCA 

are to leave their homes?  

 

1.1 Decision to Leave  
 

To present the strategies and decisions women made before leaving their home country, it 

is imperative to first discuss the context in which they make these decisions. The women I 

interviewed faced multiple layers of violence- from abusive (ex) partners, local gangs and 

organized crime, as well as government officials -primarily police officers- who abused them or 

failed to protect their safety. The situations that triggered the decision to leave varied from 

murder of loved ones, their children threatened by gangs, or the targeting of partners.  

Two women also reported leaving when they were directly targeted after witnessing a 

murder and for refusing to conduct forced labor by gangs. The women also shared  how gangs 

had control of the communities where they lived: from taxing local businesses with rentas or 

cuotas (extortion fees) to allow them to stay open, an understanding that reporting crimes to the 

police was uncalled for as gangs and police were implicated and the recruitment and targeting of 

children from a young age – both boys and girls25. 

 Furthermore, death was a constant reality for these women: six of the fourteen women 

who reported violence as primary factor for departure, stated someone close to them- relatives, 

friends or neighbors- had been murdered by gangs.  Within this context, when the women made 

the decision to leave, three strategies surfaced: departing at night and not informing relatives 
																																																													
25 For boys, women reported as young as eight years old and for girls it was around the time they began puberty.  
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reason of departure, hiding in other locations before leaving the country, and making an 

assessment as to which of their children was at most risk for violence from the gangs.   

  
1.2 Abruptly Unseen  

 
The context of violence in which Central American women live, especially as it pertains to 

gangs and organized crime, heightens the environment of terror and angst when they or loved 

ones are directly threatened. As mentioned earlier, most of the women I interviewed knew 

someone who had been murdered by gangs, thus providing them evidence that these threats were 

not in vain. One of the key patterns with women who reported a decision to depart due to 

violence was women leaving their homes almost immediately after a threat was made- of the 

twelve women that reported direct threats by gangs, five left within 24 hours.  
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Women also made decisions to leave at night, to not bring awareness to those  who made 

threats they were leaving.  Two testimonies that best reflect the violence Central American 

women face in the Northern Triangle and forces them to flee their homes are the stories of 

Amanda (32 years) and Emilia (39 years) stories, both from Honduras. I met both women in 

Tenosique, Tabasco at the Casa Hogar para Migrantes ‘La 72’26 (see Figure 4).  One of the staff 

introduced me to them, and we sat to talk. Both women are friendly and open. In the background, 

their younger children are playing while their teenage daughters and niece are huddled, chatting 

like teenagers their age do. Amanda is reserved at first- with an almost shy demeanor- but a 

strong presence. Emilia is clearly the extrovert- when she speaks she reminds me of a preacher. 

Maybe it is that she references God and her faith intermittently as well as her demeanor- she 

pauses and elevates her voice as if she was giving a sermon. Both women have a powerful 

presence, even as they share their painful stories recalling the ordeals they’ve faced in the past 

months that forced them to flee their home.  

 

																																																													
26 ‘La 72’ is named after the migrants that were massacred in San Fernando, Tamaulipas by a drug cartel. A 
representative for ‘La 72’ stated they chose not to be called a migrant shelter because of their mission. For them, the 
migrants “are social subjects. They are not objects of our charity”. 
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Amanda and Emilia moved in together after they separated from their partners -Amanda 

raising four children and Emilia raising three biological children as well as a niece she took in, 

after her mother abandoned her and her father struggled with drugs. When their daughters 

reached puberty, Amanda states gang members started targeting them:  

“The harassment began since they were young girls but was worst when they became 
teenagers. They are in the age where they [gangs] want them for their women.   Boys are 
also a risk. They recruit them since they are eight years old, they want them as scouts and 
to use them to sell drugs. I have a 17 yr , a 15  yr and a 13 yr daughters. They were 
harassing all of them!” 
 

 
She then relates gang members going to the schools and sexually harassing their daughters. 

Emilia: “It was then we made the decision. I told her [Amanda] we have to stop this. The 
girls would arrive home crying, telling us they didn’t want to school anymore.” 
 

For Emilia and Amanda, taking their daughters out of school outweighed the risk of their 

girls being at continued risk to the harassment and threats, even if this meant the loss of their 

schooling. As reports show though, the case of Amanda and Emilia’s daughters is not isolated. 

News investigations show that targeted recruitment as well as violence towards young girls by 

gangs in El Salvador and Honduras has increased, causing young girls to leave school and halt 

their education, in an attempt to circumvent the sexual violence directed at them 27. Amanda and 

Emilia pulled their daughters from school and devised a plan where one of them would go clean 

houses, while the other one would stay at home with the girls. They also started an horchata 

stand to help bring an additional income, since both could no longer work.  

Emilia: “We had to do many things, deprive them [daughters] of their liberty, they were 
prisoners in their own home. We couldn’t leave the house either, if one went to work the 
other stayed because the harassment was too much.” 

 

																																																													
27 “The Surreal Reasons Girls Are Disappearing In El Salvador”. National Public Radio. October 5, 2015.  
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When the gang members started coming to their house, Amanda decided to go to the police to 

report the harassment. Instead of taking her declaration, the police officers took Amanda in a 

squad car to her neighborhood and told her to point to the men that were harassing her daughters. 

As Amanda explains, this was forbidden locally:  

“The ‘mareros’ govern everything, the same police are corrupted. The first thing they 
[gang] told us when we arrived at the neighborhood, ‘if your husband beats you, you do 
not call the police, no one but us’. You cannot denounce anything” 

 

Amanda’s act of reporting the harassment and the failure of the police had consequences: within 

three hours, armed gang members arrived in their home and berated them for going to the police. 

They told them they had twenty-four hours to leave or the entire family would be killed. I ask 

what the process of leaving was like. 

Amanda: “We got the kids together and talked to them, we cried together. They were sad 
we had to leave but they were conscious that we had to go. We left in the middle of the 
night, we were afraid they were going to kill us.”   
 

Amanda stayed with the children while Emilia went to their church to ask for help. They were 

able to raise some funds from church members and one of them gave them a ride to the station 

where they took a bus to the border with Guatemala. There they found local smugglers who got 

them into Mexico, where they turned themselves in in Tenosique, Tabasco.   

Emilia: “To leave in the middle of the night with nine children, without money, we went 
through many things... It is very difficult to leave your country, but the dignity of your 
children has no price. We want our children to be safe, not to be afraid of the gangs or to 
be harassed. It was like living in a hell in our own country. And the sad part is you 
cannot trust the police, to feel protected.” 
 
 

Emilia and Amanda were not the only women that had to leave their homes immediately 

after a threat. Of the fourteen women who reported violence as main factor, ten stated they fled 
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their homes immediately after a threat, either leaving the country or hiding in another location 

internally before they left.  

 

1.3 Tell No One  
 

A pattern that surfaced from the interviews was after a threat was made by gangs and 

women decided they had to leave, they chose not to tell anyone- including close relatives- of 

their decision to make sure details of their departure were not disclosed or to not worry relatives.  

Wendy, a thirty-year-old mother from El Salvador fled her home with her daughters after her 

husband was killed by the local gang for refusing to join them. I met Wendy in Albergue El 

Belen, in Tapachula Chiapas. Her main concern were her daughters and the gang that murdered 

her husband learning of her departure: 

“I left for fear something could happen to my daughters”. When I ask her of the process 
to leave, she states: “I left a week after his funeral, it had to be quick, because I did not 
know what they (gangs) would do… I did not tell anyone, not even my parents. We left at 
night, so no one would know… I just asked God to help me because I was afraid, 
especially for my daughters, because they are girls.” 
 
 

Another reason women did not inform close family members was to not worry them.  

Gloria is a widow, mother of three children from Honduras. I met her in La 72 in Tenosique, 

Tabasco.  She was harassed and beaten by gang members to silence her after she witnessed the 

murder of a bus driver to refused to pay the extortion fee. After the attack, Gloria decided to 

leave, telling her mother she was taking her children to the US to work: 

“When I saw the possibility to leave, I took my children and told my mom we were 
leaving to the US. I told my mom I was leaving to work so I wouldn’t have to tell her 
what was happening. She is an elderly woman and not knowing is best.”  
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For these women, part of their decision-making process – in the moments of terror and fear- was 

to decide if the conditions they were living in at their home countries were worse than the 

potential risks of their journeys.  

 

1.4 No Safe Place 
 

Not all the women I interviewed left their home countries immediately. Six women 

reported hiding in a location internally, before they left their countries. This decision was made 

when women decided moving somewhere they considered safe to take further steps, such as 

gathering money and belongings, before leaving the country or women who considered moving 

to another location in the country to seek protection. Soon enough though, the latter women 

learned the wrath of gangs extended far.   

 
Genesis story encompasses the different levels of violence women in Central American 

face and the actions they must undertake to protect their children. Genesis is a thirty-five-year-

old woman from Honduras with three children. I met her at the Hermanos en el Camino in 

Ixtepec, Oaxaca. In Honduras Genesis owned a beauty parlor where she worked for eight years. 

She proudly shared how she was able to have her own business and take care of her children. As 

she talks, she beams about being a hard worker and how she provided for her children and did 

not need a man to support her: 

“I felt like someone that graduates (owning her parlor), achieved. Being in your home, 
having your business, knowing you are stable. I was not rich, but I had the essentials to 
take care of my children and have economic solvency. It felt good.”  
 
 

Genesis shares the father of her three children was physically abusive and she decided to 

end the relationship. After the separation, her ex-husband became involved with a gang and after 
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refusing to do a job, gang members threatened retaliation with the children. He arrived one day 

to her parlor and showed her the messages where gang members told him how they were going 

to take avenge. After seeing the text messages, Genesis decided she had to protect her daughter 

immediately. She then describes going to her daughter’s school and taking her, along with her 

toddler twins, to a friends’ house: 

“That night I cried, it was horrible. Uno no puede contar con la policía, no sirven para 
nada. My children were in danger, I was not going to wait until harm was done to them.” 
 

Genesis decided to stay in Honduras while she gathered money to leave the country. She 

described staying at relatives’ homes while they left the country: 

“I moved from one place to another, so they [gangs] would not find us. Honduras is 
small to be hiding. It was horrible. The family we were staying at last, they were afraid. 
They wanted to help us, but they were also afraid.” 

 
When I ask her if someone close to her has been killed, she shared: 

“Yes, people are killed often. Not long ago my cousin was murdered. Even more so in the 
neighborhood where I lived. You hear gunshots and think it’s very likely someone was 
killed. You even become accustomed to living like this”  
 

 

Genesis comment is important to note- many women spoke of the violence in their 

neighborhoods and control of gangs, and how it was so relentless that it became normalized. This 

also meant that when the violence was directed at them or their loved ones, they moved into 

action because they knew death was real and gangs would not hesitate to act.  

 
Another such testimony is of Alicia, a twenty-four-year-old woman from El Salvador. I 

met Alicia in Ixtepec, Oaxaca. She is a single mother of two children, ages two and four. Alicia 

lived with her mother, who took care of her children, while she worked in a goods store a few 

towns away. A few months after working there, she learned that the owner was laundering 

money for organized crime. When she tried to leave the job, she was threatened by the woman 
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and gang members about leaving and was forbidden by the woman to leave town to go visit her 

mother and children as she previously would. She recounts one day while the owner was out of 

the store, Alicia fled to her mother’s house, taking her children to a friend’s house in another 

town. Of this she says: 

“I was afraid for my children, over there, they don’t just kill you, they kill whoever you 
are with as well. That is why I left, I had no other choice. I stayed with my friend for 
three months. I rarely left the house for fear the gangs would locate me. One day my 
friend told me she could no longer keep us in her house, she was afraid if they found me 
they would also attack her.” 

 

Alicia returned to her mother’ house for a few days then left to her aunt’s house. A few 

days later, her mom sent her a message through a relative to not come back, as gang members 

had gone looking for Alicia and threatened her mother. With no other place to hide, Alicia left El 

Salvador with her two young children and the equivalent of $50 dollars.  

 
 
 
1.5 Who Do I take? 

 
The rampant violence that Central American women face in the Northern Triangle 

permeates various levels- it disrupts their everyday living, forces them to leave their homes- 

displacing them from their countries and communities- and as many of the women I spoke to 

shared, rips their families apart. Among the many decisions that women must make to protect 

themselves and their loved ones, one of the most painful processes they discussed was having to 

decide which children they could take with them when they fled. This decision-making process 

initiated with determining who was most at risk- and needed to be taken out of the harm’s way- 

and the resources the women had. Of the fourteen women that reported violence as the main 

factor for leaving their countries, eleven have children. Analysis of these eleven interviews 
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shows the assessment of  who faced the highest level of violence- especially who threats were 

directed towards- impacted their decision-making process when deciding who to take with them, 

as well as who to leave behind if they couldn’t take all their children with them.  

It is important to also point out each woman faced different circumstances and while 

analysis provides us opportunities to learn from the strategies they utilized, full conclusions 

cannot be made of their decisions within the scope of the information in these interviews. I state 

this, as it is very difficult to make full analysis of one woman’s decision to take all her children 

versus another woman who decides to leave her children in the care of relatives. Each women’s 

journey, experiences and the actions they took based on these circumstances are unique and 

specific to their life story. This section of the findings does not seek to judge nor make 

assumptions of the women that chose to leave children, or women who took some children while 

leaving others behind. No one can understand the level of threat someone experiences and the 

triggers it ignites in each person. What this section seeks to present is an analysis from the 

interviews as to how the women made decisions pertaining to their children, oftentimes having 

only a few hours to act.  

The analysis of the interviews where women decided which children to take presents two 

main factors in their decision-making process: 1) Identifying who was at most risk- often who 

the threat was directed towards, and 2) determining if there were relatives in safe location where 

children could stay.    
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Targeting of children  
 

Of the eleven Central American women with children, eight took them out of the country 

with them. Of these eight, fifty percent (4) stated their children were directly threatened by the 

gangs, and this was what triggered their decision to leave.  

 
Rosario is from El Salvador. I met her outside the Instituto Nacional de Migracion (INM) 

office for Regularizations in Tapachula, Chiapas. She left her home country with her husband,  a 

six-year old daughter as well as thirteen-year-old and eighteen-year-old sons.  Rosario and her 

husband had a food stand and hammock rental business on the beach. When gangs begin taking 

control of the area, they started charging them a “renta”, an extortion fee to allow them to stay 

open. For months they paid the extortion, until a flood damaged their stand and reduced the 

tourism flow. When they were unable to pay the weekly fee, gang members threatened they 

would harm her son and a worker whom she considered family. After Rosario was unable to pay 

the full renta, gang members went to the young man’s house, dragged him out and executed him 

outside. A few hours later, gang members showed up at her home and fired shots at the house. 

Rosario decided she had to leave with her family to protect her son. Her husband, on the other 

hand, told her he would speak with the gang members, and explain they would have the money 

as soon as business increased again. Rosario’s response was: “You decide if you leave or stay, 

but I’m taking my children.” 

 
Rosario recounted they left everything as it was- their home, their business- and fled the 

same day. She also mentions it pained her to not be able to attend the young man’s funeral. 

During the following days they spent the night at different relatives and friends’ homes. After a 

few days, they were able to get her son’s passport and got him out of the country into Guatemala. 
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Once sure he was safe, they returned for their two youngest children and took them as well, 

rejoining the family in Guatemala. A few weeks later they continued their journey to Mexico. 

Rosario states it was hard to leave everything behind: 

“It is hard going from having your money, to having nothing, and nowhere to obtain 
earnings. But we had no choice, we had to leave, or my son would be next.”  
 
 
Emilia and Amanda, whose testimonies I shared earlier, made the decision to leave 

Honduras when the family was threatened after they reported to police the sexual harassment 

their teenage daughters were facing at school and home by gang members. Instead of receiving 

protection from the police, they “outed” them to gang members, who threatened the family and 

told them they had twenty-four hours to leave. With the assessment that the family was at risk, 

they decided to take all their children- Amanda’s four and Emilia’s three- as well as two relatives 

who they considered would also be at future risk: Amanda’s teenage brother and Emilia’s niece.  

Genesis, whose testimony was also shared previously, left her home after her children 

were threatened in retaliation for her ex-husband’s involvement with gangs and the refusal to do 

a job. After seeing the messages directed at her husband, she decided to take her children into 

hiding in other locations, before leaving the country and journeying to Mexico, seeking safety for 

their children.  

All four women made decisions to take their children and leave their home countries after 

threats were made directly to them. The other recurring themes in these cases is that all the 

women mentioned having knowledge of gangs committing violent murders- in Rosario’s case 

someone close was murdered; lack of police protection and control by gangs in their 

communities. Thus, in their assessment of the threat of violence, all women decided the threat 

was real, that gangs could act with impunity and their children were at risk. 
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These women made decisions to leave their countries to protect the lives of their children. 

While the decision was theirs, the conditions and context of violence they faced forced them to 

make these decisions. Genesis statement during her interview: “I am not a migrant because I 

want to” and Rosaura’s statement: “It is horrible to be away from your country. One does it all 

for our children” best encompass the courageous acts these women undertook.  

 

No Safety Net  
 
 The second group of Central American mothers who took their children with them had 

two common denominators: they are single or widowed mothers, and lastly and they assessed 

they did not have a safe location to leave children with relatives. In this group are Wendy, Gloria 

and Alicia, all whose stories were described earlier in this chapter. In Wendy’s case, she assessed 

her daughters were at risk after her husband was murdered.  When describing her process to 

leave the country, she stated she did not inform anyone she was leaving, which may refer to the 

fact she does not have a strong support network.  

As for Gloria, who is also widowed (from causes unrelated to gangs), after she was 

beaten and threatened by gangs she decided to leave with her three children. In her testimony she 

stated her mother was an elderly woman, and to not cause her worry, refrained from telling her 

the real reason she was leaving- instead stating she was going to work in the US. In this case, it 

can be determined that Gloria could not rely in leaving her children with her mother.  

Lastly, Alicia is a single mother who decided to take her children with her. In her case, 

the threat of violence was directed at her from organized crime. And while she does have a 

mother who previously took care of her children while she worked in another town, her decision 
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to take her children weighted on the fact that gang members identified where her mother lived 

and threatened her when they were looking for Alicia.  

 
 
Left Behind: A Mother’s Pain 
 

As noted in the report by UNHCR, “Women on the Run”, many women are separated 

from children when forced to flee their countries. For the report, UNHCR interviewed160 

migrant women from NTCA in Mexico,  and stated: “over 60 per cent…were forced to leave 

behind one or more of their children when they fled their home countries. The separation from 

their children was one of the most difficult parts of their flight” (UNHCR, 2015). In the 

following section, I will discuss the decision and process women stated in interviews during 

field, when they decided to leave their country, leaving behind children in the care of relatives, 

when they fled after threats by gangs were directed at them or their partners. The denominators 

in the three testimonies that follow are they had relatives with whom they considered they could 

leave their children, and their assessment was their children were not in direct risk.   

 

Lorena is a thirty-four-year-old woman from El Salvador. She has three children who she 

decided to leave in her home country with relatives and is travelling through Mexico with her 

partner. I met them both in Tenosique, Tabasco in Hogar Refugio ‘La 72’. Lorena decided to 

leave when her partner was targeted by a local gang when he refused to join them. Lorena was at 

work when she received a call from her mother-in-law that her partner had fled and was in the 

border with Guatemala. Of her decision, she states:  

“In that moment I had to decide to leave, so they wouldn’t come for me. I said it’s God 
will… I was leaving my job of years, my house, my things. We had everything, I was paid 
well. But what hurt was my children. I called my aunt and told her what had happened, 
and if she could take the youngest ones. And the eldest I took to my uncle. I didn’t tell 
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them (she was leaving), because if I told them, I wouldn’t be able to leave, I would break. 
I told them I was going to run an errand and hugged them, then I left.” 
 

Of the process of leaving, she continues: 
“At the terminal in Sonsonate (El Salvador department), I called my eldest son. He told 
me, ‘mom why didn’t you tell me’.” Lorena begins sobbing. “I couldn’t tell him. It is a 
hard situation.”   

 
 

Laura, a twenty-three-year-old woman from El Salvador is travelling with her partner as 

well. She decided to leave her country when both herself and her partner were targeted for 

recruitment by a local gang. When they refused, they were threatened. Laura decided to leave a 

young son behind. I also met them in Tenosique. Of her decision to leave, she states: 

“It is very hard to live in El Salvador because of the gangs. I left my country because 
they went to my house to threaten me, they wanted to kill me. They wanted my partner 
and I to form part of their gang and we refused. The problem was with me. We decided to 
leave because our lives were in danger.”  
 

 
When I ask her about the process of determining to leave, she continues: 

“We left with what we had on, we didn’t have time for anything. We received the threat 
on the 30th of September, from there we went to another department and were there for 
12 days while we gathered some money. We then received a call that they had found us 
and were only waiting for the right time to get us. We immediately left again and from 
there travelled to Guatemala.”  
 

Laura states her three-year-old son with her current partner lives with her grandmother:   
“The problem was with me, my family, they don’t get involved with them. That is the 
reason why I came over here.”  

 
Laura also mentioned she has twins, who live with their father in the US:    

“My twins, it was with my first partner I had them. I separated from him because of 
violence. Then he took my kids away from me and took them to the US without my 
permission. I now only have my three-year-old who is with my grandmother.” 
 

 
The interview with Laura was cut short and I was unable to continue the conversation 

afterwards. While it is unclear if Laura and her partner lived with her grandmother or if the child 

was placed with her beforehand, her statement shows she assessed the child was not at risk- as 
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the threat was directed at her, not her family. Her mention of separation from children by ex-

partners – in her case the twins who were abducted and taken from her by their father- is an issue 

that also surfaced with two other women and will be discussed further in the next chapter.  

 

Karla is a thirty-three-year old woman from Guatemala. She is a single mother of four 

children. I met her in Hermanos en el Camino shelter in Ixtepec, Oaxaca where she arrived a few 

weeks earlier. Of her decision to leave her country, she shares: 

“In March my brother was murdered. We learned after his funeral from my sister in law 
that he was paying $5,000 quetzales monthly [approximately $650 dollars] to local gang 
members to continue our family business. We have an auto shop. The business generates 
money, but we also have a lot of expenses. When my brother refused to continue paying 
them, they killed him. It is a small town in the southern coast, when the ‘maras’ arrived, 
everything changed. We can no longer have the tranquility we had before. The police are 
on display, because they don’t do anything.” 
 

When Karla tried to find out who was behind her brother’s murder, she was threatened: 
“I began asking around and learned that my brother’s friend was involved with his 
murder. One day returning from taking my children to school, I came across him. He 
verbally threatened me. He didn’t kill me because he didn’t have his gun with him… I felt 
caged, the police are worthless. I decided to leave, left with nothing. I only had my 
identification document and $700 quetzales.” 
 
 Once Karla arrived in Tecun Uman a few hours later, she called her sister and asked her 

to pick her children from school. She also stated she decided not to tell her sister the reason of 

her departure to not get her involved. She then continues: 

“In my home, they must thing the worst of me. That I probably took off with someone. But 
I cannot tell them the truth.” 
 

 

In all three interviews, the pain in these women’s voices was palpable. While Lorena and 

Laura left their children with relatives and informed them what was going on, Karla’s case 

exemplifies the terror these women faced when making decisions to leave and the conflicting 
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sentiments of shame of leaving children behind and not being able to tell them, or relatives, the 

reasons of their departures. The threats and circumstances these women faced that led to their 

decision to leave were not only physically violent, but also emotionally, leading to the separation 

from their children.  
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CHAPTER 2 – A Perilous Journey 
 
 
 The brutal violence- physical, mental and social- that Central American women face in 

their home countries unfortunately does not end when they depart. Migrant women are 

confronted with continued violence as are the children, relatives  and partners they travel with. 

The violence is a byproduct of the failure of government to protect them: from the violence in 

their country of origin, the refusal of the Mexico government to ensure their human rights as 

migrants and refugees and by extension, the United States in its quest to externalize its border 

controls into Mexico, resulting in increased risks and abuses for migrants.      

As discussed in the Introduction, the violence and abuses Central American migrants face 

in Mexico has worsened in recent years, especially since the inception of the Frontera Sur 

program. Anecdotes of migrants who have travelled through Mexico often refer to the journey as 

going through hell. The following chapter discusses the challenges Central American migrant 

women face due to the increased securitization in Mexico as a result of the externalization of 

migrant controls by the United States, and the strategies and actions implemented to navigate it.  

For women, girls, LGBT and trans individuals, there is a heightened risk of violence 

during their transit, including sexual violence (Knippen Boggs, and Meyer, 2015), due to gender 

inequality and entrenched patriarchy that has normalized violence against women. 

 

As mentioned earlier, of the sixteen women I interviewed eleven reported abuses or 

assaults during their journey, including being robbed (5), chased off a train by INM agents (1), 

threatened by a gang member in a detention center (1), threat of abduction (1), rape (2), and 

denied care in hospital during pregnancy (2). In the strategies the women discussed 

implementing during their journey through Mexico, we can identify the actions they take to 
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navigate the externalization of borders and violence in three main strategies: 1) gather 

information regarding journey and circumvent the migrant controls, 2) travel in groups, and 3) 

seek support when assaulted.  

 

2.1 Maze of Dangers  
 

Every women I interviewed mentioned the maze of routes they took to circumvent and go 

around “garitas”, check points, volantas and road blocks set up by Instituto National de 

Migracion agents in roads and highways- throughout the country. One of the key strategies 

women implemented during their journey was gathering information from locals on the location 

of these checkpoints, thereby assisting them to avoid the garitas as they made their way through 

Mexico.  

Brianna is thirty-nine years old from Nicaragua travelling with her eight-year-old son. 

She decided to leave her country after being unable to provide for her family and mother, whose 

diabetes condition has worsened and medication the family cannot afford. She shared she crossed 

from Rio Suchiate from Tecun Uman to Ciudad Hidalgo, and it took her ten days to arrive in 

Chahuites (a three-hour drive). Of the journey, she states:  

“It was hard, we walked a lot. In Escuintla, there is a garita [checkpoint]. We went 
around it, walked through fields, through mountains… The journey through Huixtla to 
here [Ixtepec} was the most difficult. It was very risky. It’s a risk we carry: if you’re 
going to stay in the mountain if they kill you. You never know.”  
 

When I ask her how she determined her route, she states:  
“First, I asked how to get here [referencing Ixtepec], then I would find out how to go 
around the ‘garitas’. We went asking at each point…would ask the ‘convi’ and bus 
drivers. They would tell us ‘get off here, go around there, go through the mountain  until 
you get to the road. There, wait for a taxi or for us.’  The drivers would tell me when to 
get off,  before we reached immigration.” 
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She then shares their trek through mountains and the challenges there: 
“We’d get off the convis and cross the highway. We would look to see if there was any 
immigration (INM agents) and then we’d run into the mountain… We walked a lot, 
crossed through rivers and finally would reach the highway again. We’d get on another 
convi and would do the same again in the next garita. It was really hard. My child would 
tell me he was tired, he couldn’t walk anymore. I would see his scratched face and arms, 
and tell him ‘cariño camina, aguante usted.’   
 

 
2.2 Companionship in the Trajectory  
 

The women I interviewed also spoke of travelling in groups with other migrants– some 

were all women while others were co-ed- they met en route. In some cases, the woman made 

plans with their companions on what to do in case confronted by immigration agents; others 

decided when to walk through isolated areas based on gender dynamics. The analysis of the 

interviews also surfaced a vulnerability: when women who were travelling in groups lacked 

funds to continue the route, they separated from the group, resorting to walking instead of taking 

transportation methods. This separation from larger groups often placed women in increased 

vulnerability for assault, though it cannot be determined that travelling in groups prevented 

assault.   

In her interview, Brianna shared she began her travel in Mexico with another mother she 

met en route who also had a child and they were then joined by another mother along the way. 

The group consisted of three women and four children.  In her interview, Brianna mentions the 

women decided to walk during the day and rest during the night:  

“We always walked during the day because we were afraid during the night. During the 
day you are able to see. Wherever night caught us in the mountain, that’s where we 
would stay to sleep”. 

 
 

Brianna also raised the issue of having to separate from the group due to lack of funds to 

continue the journey together:   
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“Our group was only women. In the journey we met each other, and we continued 
together. In Arriaga, we had to separate, we each took out route. I stayed with my son 
and the other girls, I don’t know where they are at, we said goodbye there. We separated 
because in my case I did not have a lot of money to pay a $300-peso hotel. I only $75 
pesos to pay. So, I stayed and went to a cheap hotel. Because I went there, the assault 
happened to me. I have also heard a lot of migrants have been assaulted28 there.”  

 

In Karla’s case, she met other migrants from Guatemala and joined them on the journey. 

She also discusses the groups’ decision to walk during the night:  

“On the way, I met a group of eleven ‘chapines’ and a Honduran man. There was four of 
us [women]. Of everyone, I am the only one left in Mexico. Several were detained by 
immigration, the rest returned… We would walk around the ‘garitas’, we walked for 
days. We’d walk during the night because it was harder for immigration to see us, and 
then rest during the day in the mountains.  We arrived in Arriaga and rested for a day 
and half. We then took a bus from there that was to take us to Ixtepec. On the way the 
driver told us there was a check point ahead, and we got off. We walked to the mountain. 
A few hours after we’d been walking, suddenly immigration arrived. They chased us and 
we all separated. I was able to run away and hide in bushes (shows me scratches on her 
arms). They detained several from the group. Only three of us remained.”  
 

 
Karla then describes the plans the group made if they were to get separated:  

“We talked if immigration stopped us, we would wait a few hours and then return to our 
last initial point. That is what I did, then I began to call out their names and the rest of 
group who was not taken away came out. Two of our colleagues decided they were going 
to turn themselves in, they decided they did not want to continue. Another guy and I 
decided to continue walking to Chahuites. We arrived around 4:30am and slept in a 
small park. In the morning a woman vendor saw us, and very amiably offered us coffee. 
She then told us of the shelter in Ixtepec. We walked for days from Chahuites to Ixtepec. 
Since we were walking by the train tracks, my shoes ripped, and I had to walk barefoot 
part of the way.”   
 
 

Gender seemed to play out in the decisions the women made when navigating through 

migrant controls: the groups where only women or women and children travelled tended to 

																																																													
28 In Brianna’s case, as with other women, they used the word ‘assaulted’ interchangeable to describe assaults as 
robberies as well as sexual violence (and some cases referring to both). I decided not to ask follow-up questions on 
assaults, rather provided open ended questions for women to share what they felt comfortable regarding the assaults- 
however they determined these.  
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decide walking during the day and resting at night. Some women mentioned it was due to their 

belief there were more dangers during the night. On the other hand, women that were travelling 

with other men in the group reporting walking during the night to prevent been seen by 

immigration . This was not a question I expanded in the interviews, thus do not have additional 

information, though one can hypothesize that gender dynamics played a role in this strategy, 

where groups of women travelling by themselves may have considered they were more 

vulnerable. Again, not sufficient information from interviews can be drawn to make full analysis. 

 

Another point from the analysis of the navigation of migrant controls that surfaced, is the 

additional vulnerability of women who lack funds to utilize different means of transportation 

such as convis or buses during their journey, and rather must resort to walking longer routes. As 

Brianna’s case highlights, the lack of funds can lead to being separated from groups travelling 

together. While a correlation can be made between lack of funds and assaults from the details in 

the interviews, this does not mean that women with the funds to travel are exempt from assault. 

Abuses also occur to women travelling in buses as well as women who utilize coyotes, or 

smugglers to assist them to traverse Mexico. 

 

2.3- Abuse and Violence Faced in Transit     
  

Brianna’s case also highlights the additional threats women face due to economic 

restraints  for their journey. As stated in section 2.2, Brianna separated from the group of women 

she was travelling with when her funds were almost depleted. She stated she resorted to staying 

behind  with her son while the group continued the journey. She found a cheap motel for her and 

her son to rest the night. This is where she was assaulted: 
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“I was robbed in Arriaga, in the motel where we stayed. When we arrived, the 
receptionist gave me and my son a cup to drink. I was thirsty, so I drank it. What 
she gave us, it drugged us. When I woke up, a found my money was gone. All my 
things in the room were thrown around. I began crying and got very nervous. I 
could not understand how they entered the room if I had locked the door! I did not 
feel or hear anything. My son was sleep, when he woke up he saw me crying and 
wiped my tears, telling me “Mommy, don’t cry’. I am thankful because they didn’t 
harm my child, they could have taken him. My other fear was being raped. But 
thank God, they only robbed me.” 
 

 
Brianna then discusses her confrontation with the hotel owner:  

“When the don [owner] arrived at the hotel, he asked what I was going to do for 
my trip. I told him they had robbed me, and that he was responsible for whoever 
came in the room, that the drink they gave us when we arrived put us to sleep. He 
then told me: ‘I’ll give you $300 pesos to sleep with me’.  

 
She told him she would not do so, to which he stated: ‘And how are you going to continue, if you 

do not have any money. Look at me, any guy you come across, you will have to sleep with 

because you do not have money.’ The harassment escalated with the man grabbing  Brianna. She 

was able to push him off, took her son and ran out of the motel.  I can see and hear Brianna is 

still shaken by the assault:  

“It was very hard. Me sentia volverme loca. I was crying. I took my child and 
began running, ran into a cemetery. I was scared, because I did not know if he 
would come after me or if he would send immigration.”  

  
 

In addition to the threat of sexual violence, migrant women are also confronted with the 

threat of deportation. After being robbed, drugged and sexually assaulted, Brianna’s concern 

went to her fear of immigration agents detaining her. And her fear was not unfounded. As has 

been mentioned previously, the apprehension and deportations of migrants from NTCA, 

especially women. A 2010 report by Amnesty International notes regarding sexual violence 

against undocumented migrants:  
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“Migrants who have been assaulted have to deal not only with the stigma 
associated with sexual violence, but also with the risk that if they report the crime 
they may be deported or that seeking treatment will deprive them of their one 
chance of reaching the USA. As a result, women migrants rarely report sexual 
violence and are very unlikely to file criminal complaints (Invisible Victims, 
2010). 
  

While Brianna’s assault reflects the vulnerabilities and risks migrant women face in 

Mexico due to gender violence and the targeting of migrants, her testimony also highlights her 

actions to confront her aggressor.  Four of the women who mentioned being assaulted during 

their journey (all interviewed in Ixtepec), stated they filed reports with the Public Ministry 

(Ministerio Publico) with the assistance from staff at the Hermanos en el Camino shelter. In 

Brianna’s case, her process has been further delayed because she made the report in Oaxaca 

instead of Chiapas where the assault took place. As she explained, Brianna was unaware of being 

able to file a report, and thus filed one once she arrived in Ixtepec and learned she could at the 

shelter.  Reporting the assault has allowed her to apply for a humanitarian visa, which would 

provide her protection to travel through Mexico for 30 days, if approved.  While several of the 

women I interviewed filed reports for the abuse and assaults they suffered, it must be noted they 

are a small portion of the larger population of migrants who face abuses during their journey, 

especially those that do not reach a migrant shelter or organization that can provide them 

information and support.  

 
Another challenge that arises when filing for a humanitarian visa is the delayed process- 

Brianna has been awaiting to learn if her humanitarian visa will be approved for five months. 

Her desperation is clear with the delay in the process and being in the shelter- she often mentions 

in her interview she and her son have been in Mexico for almost half a year. Not having a status 
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in Mexico means she cannot legally work, nor can she travel through Mexico without risk of 

apprehension. Her autonomy is reduced within the shelter walls.  

The delayed process in humanitarian visas and asylum cases can also be linked to lack of 

capacity and underfunding by the Mexican government. WOLA reports that the Comisión  

Mexicana de Ayuda a Refugiados ( Mexican Commission for Refugee Assistance, also known as 

COMAR) in 2015 only had 15 officers in the entire for the more than 100,000 migrants detained 

over that year. Additionally, an already underfunded entity, COMAR’s budget did not increase  

from 2014 to 2015 (WOLA, 2015). As the report “Forced to Flee” highlights,  

obtaining justice in Mexico is a feat: 
“…despite the relatively adequate legal framework and the goodwill expressed in 
regional and international forums, the reality at the field level is extremely 
worrying: seeking asylum, getting refugee status, or even securing other forms of 
international protection, such as complementary measures in Mexico and the 
United States, remains almost impossible for people fleeing violence in the 
NTCA” (MSF, 2017).  

Another issue for asylum seekers is the low rate of approval. As Graph 3 shows, the 

number of asylum cases increased almost three-fold between 2013-2016. When these numbers 

are disaggregated, we can see that about a third of the cases are abandoned, a third denied and 

another third are granted asylum. 

As Basok (2016) states, “despite a degree of humanitarianism extended to Central 
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American migrants by the Mexican state, the dominant framework continues to be couched in 

the discourses of national security and migration control” (pg 28).  

 

Sexual Violence Against Migrant Women  

Brianna’s testimony also exemplifies the threats that Central American women face in 

their journey through Mexico. As migrants are escaping extreme conditions of violence in their 

home countries, women are finding themselves once again the targets of insidious human rights 

violations - including sexual violence-  as they journey through Mexico. While all undocumented 

migrants are at risk for abuse, women, children and the LGBT community are especially 

vulnerable in Mexico (Knippen Boggs, and Meyer, 2015).  

Regarding sexual violence towards women , reports vary between stating six in every ten 

women or girls will experience sexual violence through their transit in Mexico (Mora, 2002; 

Amnesty International 2010) and some have reported eight in every women will be assaulted 

(McIntyre, Erin Siegal, and Deborah Bonello, 2014) .  Human rights defenders I interviewed in 

Mexico warned against the validity of this numbers: they stated while  sexual violence has been 

used as a systematic tool to target migrant women in Mexico,  it is hard to determine exact 

figures of how many women have been inflicted sexual violence during their trek. They also 

noted when interviewed or surveyed, women may not report sexual violence for various reasons: 

they may be ashamed to report it, may have normalized sexual violence as a “transaction” for 

their journey, or do not consider certain actions an assault.  

Nonetheless, the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights reported the rampant 

sexual violence in Mexico led to Central American women resorting to getting the contraceptive 

Depo Provera injected- before they begin their journey - to prevent pregnancy in case of a 
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violation. Among migrants it is known as “la inyección anti-México” (the anti-Mexico shot) 29.  

Two of the women I interviewed, Karla and Delia, mentioned the injection in their stories30. 

When discussing moments when she felt afraid during her journey, Karla mentioned learning 

about the contraceptive injection during transit:  

“When we reached Corazones, the other women in the group asked me if I had 
gotten the planification injection. And I naively asked them for what. Then one of 
them told me, ‘they say women are raped in Mexico’”  
 

Delia is a twenty-two-year old woman from El Salvador. I meet her in the Hermanos en 

el Camino shelter, where she lives with her partner. She is an active volunteer, assisting migrant 

women in the shelter that once provide her refuge. She shares she first migrated to Mexico when 

she was seventeen years old, with the goal of reaching the US to seek economic relief to provide 

for her parents. When discussing her process of leaving her home, she stated: 

“I decided to leave, but I was completely naive [about the process]. I heard from 
other people that women were raped by those that took them [referring to 
smugglers], so I decided to get the injection, to not become pregnant. I went to 
the health clinic and got it. I had never used anything like that.”  

 
 

 In her interview, Delia shared during her first journey to Mexico in 2010, she travelled 

with an uncle and a group of young men from her village. During the journey, two assailants 

attacked the group near . During the assault, Delia shared she was raped. After the assault, her 

uncle told her “it was something that had to happen”. At the shelter Hermanos en el Camino, 

																																																													
29 See: “Derechos humanos de los migrantes y otras personas en el contexto de la movilidad humana en México”. 
Comisión Interamericana de los Derechos Humano.Doc. 48/13 (2013)  
 
30 The lack of information on sexual violence does not denote it didn’t occur. I decided not to include direct 
questions in my interviews asking women if they had suffered sexual violence, as I did not want to distress them in 
relieving their experiences, as well as did not have resources nor expertise to provide support for women who may 
be re-trigerred. The notations of sexual violence in thesis are of women who shared within the interviews.  
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Delia was able to get support from Father Alejandro Solalinde (founding clergy of the shelter), 

who assisted her in filing a report with the police, leading to the apprehension of her aggressors.  

 

While much of the sexual violence is perpetuated by criminal gangs and local assailants, 

it has also been reported that Central American migrant women and girls are assaulted by state 

actors including: military officers, agents in immigration detention centers, local delegates from 

the National Migration Institute, as well as federal, state and local police officers (Invisible 

Victims, 2010; Golberg, 2014; Comision Interamericana de Derechos Humanos, 2013; Kippen, 

Boggs, and Meyer, 2015). The 2010 report by Amnesty International also noted, “sexual 

violence or the threat of sexual violence, is often used as a means of terrorizing women and their 

relatives” (pg 15).  

Another factor that exposes migrant women to further assaults, including sexual violence, 

is the increased enforcement, detentions and deportations through PFS that has pushed migrants 

to travel through more isolated and dangerous areas, often travelling by foot to circumvent INM 

checkpoints. 

 

 
2.4 Separation from children due to deportation 
 

The multiple layers of violence and abuse that Central American women face in Mexico 

extends to impact their children as well. With the increased militarization, apprehensions and 

deportations in Mexico comes the added separation of families through detention and deportation 

of minors. Two of the women I interviewed shared their children were apprehended by INM 

agents and deported from Mexico. In both cases, abusive ex-partners were involved in either the 

deportation of the child or in returning the child and inflicting further violence.  
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 Delia shared in her testimony she met a man during her stay in the Hermanos en el 

Camino shelter,  whom she initiated a relationship. After becoming desperate with the delayed 

process of obtaining a humanitarian visa, she decided to continue the initial journey with her 

partner to the United States. Along the way, they were apprehended and deported to Honduras 

(she told authorities she was from Honduras, so she could be deported with her partner). Two 

years later, they returned to Mexico with a son, and were able to reach Monterrey, where they 

settled. Her second son was born shortly after they arrived. Delia shares a few weeks after giving 

birth , her partner got drunk and began berating her, at one point raising his arm to hit him. The 

owner of the place where they lived called the police, and he was detained and eventually 

deported to Honduras.  Delia was able to return to the Hermanos en el Camino shelter. Her 

partner returned to Mexico and eventually found her in the shelter. When he tried reconciling, 

Delia shares her process of determining she did not want to continue the abusive relationship:   

“…In the beginning he was my protector. I got hooked from there, sometimes one 
holds unto something. Then I realized I didn’t want this. He didn’t treat me well, 
when he drank he mistreated and insulted me. Yes, he supported and helped me a 
lot in the beginning,  but I did not want to continue. I thought I cannot survive 
this, I want to be happy.”  

 
Delia recounts when she ended the relationship, her ex-partner began threatening to take her 

children away. One day on her way to the market, he approached her and grabbed her eldest son, 

taking off with him in a bike. He then took the child to Monterrey, where during a drunken 

episode, the child was taken by the police. Due to her undocumented status, Delia was unable to 

prove she was the mother and her child was deported to Honduras where he was born: 

“I didn’t have any documents that accredited me as his mother to probe he’s my son. I 
don’t have his birth certificate, nothing… After three months, they deported him. His 
mom [ex-partner’s] has him in Honduras… I call him often. God willing one day I will be 
able to bring him.” 
  

The harassment continued, and Delia decided to take her second child to El Salvador: 
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“Since he was threatening me, my mom told me ‘bring me your son, he will be 
safe here’ so I took him. My youngest is with my mom. He is safer there than here 
[Mexico]” 

  
Delia returned to Mexico to continue her regularization process. Her family is now 

divided between three countries- Delia in Mexico, her eldest son in Honduras with his paternal 

grandmother and her youngest in El Salvador with his maternal grandmother. Her goal of 

regularization ,she mentions, is to obtain a legal status in Mexico to reunite with her children.  

 
Genesis also shared her ordeal with the deportation of her young son. In her case, she 

began her journey from Honduras with her three children with the assistance of a coyote, 

financed with support from family in the US and Spain. During their trek between Chiapas and 

Oaxaca, the group was detected by immigration agents. Genesis describes they were chased by 

the agents, and though Genesis was able to get away with her daughter and one of her twins, the 

coyote was detained with the child he was carrying. When I ask how she was able to reunite with 

her son (who is  now with her in the shelter) she relates:  

“His father brought him back to me. I told him that was the least he could do for his 
children. A lot of money was spent [both the father and child entered Mexico without 
authorization]. When he [ex – partner]) was here, he began to harass me.”   

 
The ‘harassment’ Genesis refers to was sexual assault and rape by her ex-partner and 

father of her children, from who she separated in Honduras and who became involved in a gang, 

leading to threats made to her children. Though she was able to file a report with the authorities 

with the assistance of the shelter, he went into hiding and she is unsure if he remains in Mexico 

or returned to Honduras. Later in the interview when I ask Genesis if her life and that of her 

children are at risk, she answers: 

“Yes, I fear for my children and for myself. I think he [ex-partner] is still in Mexico. If it 
was just having left my country[she trails off].Why do you think I am still here in the 
shelter? There are police here. In that aspect, I feel secure here.”  
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CHAPTER 3 – Destination: Stay or Continue 
 
 

Another critical decision Central American migrant women must make is their 

destination- do they seek refuge in Mexico or continue to the U.S. As the analysis from 

interviews shows, this decision often is not static but rather changes as the women confront 

different factors. Just as their strategies to navigate migrant controls are fluid, so is their 

destination. Of the fifteen women who answered the question regarding their intended 

destination, twelve stated their destination was Mexico and three stated they wanted to reach the 

US or Spain31. Of the twelve women who decided to stay in Mexico, three (3) stated they 

initially sought the US as their destination. 

 

 In research of Honduran migrants in Mexico, Fernandez Cuevas and Rodriguez found:  

“migrants adapt their strategies and change their plans according to both 
obstacles and opportunities they face during their transit. Consequently, locations 
where migrants originally intended to simply pass through can become their 
destination (at least for a period of time)…A location initially intended to be a 
temporary stop can become a destination while at the same time, a destination 
may also become temporary, all depending on a number of different factors… not 
all migrants continue on their intended journeys; not all migrants who remain in 
Mexico do so because they are stranded or trapped; not all migrants who settle 
have given up hope on the American dream; and not all migrants who settle do so 
in only one place” (Fernandez Cuevas and Rodriguez, 2016).  
 

3.1- Hacia el Norte  
 
Four women stated  the United States was their preferred destination and mentioned 

better opportunities for their children was a factor. Wendy stated the following when asked 

where she considered her destination: 

																																																													
31 Genesis stated her mother lives in Spain, also leaving Honduras due to the violence. Her mother was able to 
obtain asylum there.  
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“I prefer to go to the US, because I feel it is a better future for them [referencing 
her young daughters].” When I ask her if she has relatives in the US, she 
answers: “No, we would arrive alone. Only God knows what will happen.” 

 
When asked what her plans are for the journey, Wendy shares: 

“What I want is to fight for my daughters… I am the only one they have, and they 
are all I have… I want to get a humanitarian visa to be able to continue north, to 
not have problems, because I do not want immigration to get me and deport me 
back to my country.” 

 

Brianna is also looking to the United States as her destination with her eight-year-old son. 

She sought a humanitarian visa based on the sexual assault and robbery she faced in Arriaga, 

Chiapas. She wants the visa to be able to travel through Mexico without persecution,  and to seek 

asylum in the U.S. Regarding seeking the visa, she mentions the women who have suffered 

assaults, rapes or have been killed as reason of concern for travelling through Mexico. While 

requesting a humanitarian visa can be identified as a strategy to travel through Mexico without 

the fear of apprehension and deportation by INM officials, the process is not without 

complications. Two of the four women who are currently in the process of seeking a 

humanitarian visa mentioned their desperation with how long it was taking32.  

Brianna: “It has been delayed too long [referring to process]. I have been here 
for five months in the shelter. And I only have five notifications, it is taking too 
long… It has almost been half a year since we arrived in Mexico.” 
 

Genesis has also been awaiting five months for her humanitarian visa. Both women were 

interviewed in Hermanos en el Camino shelter in Ixtepec, Oaxaca. When I ask her about the 

process for the visa, she states: 

“They delay the process for too long. All these months have passed, and I do not 
have anything. They [COMAR personnel] are not in one’s place. They look at us 
if we were less than them. One’s social status should not matter, I think we all 
have the right to be treated with respect.”  

																																																													
32  The other two women had recently arrived in Tapachula and Ixtepec and were at the beginning stage of the 
humanitarian visa. 
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3.2- Mexico as Destination  
 
 From the fifteen women who discussed their intended destination, eight mentioned 

Mexico was their main destination. Among these women, they noted they sought a safe place 

from the violence faced in their home country. For them, obtaining protection in Mexico means 

safety from the violence they fled. The women who travelled with children mentioned wanting a 

safe place for their children to “have freedom”. Another theme that surfaced was among the 

women who left children behind, they stated a desire to eventually be able to reunite with their 

children once they were able to bring them to Mexico. These are the highlights from four of the 

interviews: 

Emilia and Amanda were forced to flee their home in Honduras when they were directly  
 
threatened by the local gang, and travelled with seven children, a niece and brother.  Regarding  
 
her decision to stay in Mexico, Emilia stated:  

“We do not seek the US, what we seek is a place where we can live at peace with 
our children, live without fear. We want to live our own lives, where our children 
can continue learning.” 

 
Amanda mentioned her concern for being deported back to Honduras: 

“We just want  a confirmation that they will not send us to Honduras. If they try 
to send us back, we will not go. It is not just a paper, it is the lives of each of our 
children, our own lives. All we want is freedom for ourselves and our children.” 

 
Gloria is also focused on her children as the main factor to stay in Mexico: 

“I want a better life for my children, to be free, that they do not live in fear or terror.”  
 
Karla submitted both humanitarian visa and asylum requests and is seeking to stay in Mexico: 

“I don’t have the U.S. as a goal. I only want refuge…But I am getting 
disappointed with the refuge process, because there are several people who have 
been denied.” Further in her interview she discusses her children: “Unfortunately 
the violence in my country forced me to take this decision, but I have faith my 
children will be able to live in a country where the law is respected.”  
 

In this quote, Karla references her children  in Guatemala and her desire to reunite with them.  
 
From this, it can be assumed her goal is to bring her children to Mexico.   
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Delia also decided to stay in Mexico after two initial tries to reach the US, a sexual 

assault, domestic violence, a deportation and abduction of a child. As mentioned in Chapter 2, 

after separating from her abusive partner, he abducted her five-year-old son, who was 

consequently deported to Honduras and lives with his paternal grandmother. After the threats and 

harassment from her ex-partner continued, she decided to take her second son to El Salvador to 

be in the care of her mother. When asked about her destination, she also stated a desire to reunite 

with her children: 

“I decided to stay in Mexico. For so many deaths that have occurred, and all the 
difficulties [of the journey]. I felt guilty when I decided [to stay in Mexico] 
because I wanted to help my family. I wanted to support my parents. I would tell 
them, ‘When I’m there [US] I’m going to build you a home. And when I 
renounced to going to the US, I felt I renounced to my promise. But I also have to 
think about my children. They are what is most important in my life. And if I don’t 
think about myself, if I don’t give myself an opportunity to be happy, who will?”. 
When asked about her goals, she states: “I have many plans. Bring my two sons. 
Have a home, be happy with him [current partner] and my baby [baby she is 
expecting].” 
 
 

 
3.3- Changing Course  
 
 Three of the women stated within the interviews they had initially sought to travel to the 

U.S. but once in their current location, decided to stay. Fernandez Cuevas and Rodriguez argue:  

“migration is not a linear and sequential process. Migrants adapt their strategies and 
change their plans according to both obstacles and opportunities they face during their 
transit. Consequently, locations where migrants originally intended to simply pass 
through can become their destination (at least for a period of time). In this way, 
temporary locations can become more or less permanent” (2015, pg 3)   

 
 

In research conducted with Honduran migrants, Fernandez Cuevas and Rodriguez found 

there are “four main elements that motivate and allow migrants to stay in a place that was first 

intended to be transitory”. These include, 1) “having a stable intimate relationship with a 
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member of the local community, 2) having Mexican children and/or reuniting with children born 

in the country of origin played an important role in the decision to settle, 3) living in a place 

where there are different ways to make a living, 4) living in a location that is close to Honduras 

is a factor that has influenced the decision of Honduran residents in Soconusco” (2016, pg 14).  

 
Alma from Honduras is travelling with her daughter, son and husband. I meet the family 

in La 72, in Tenosique, Tabasco in late November of 2016. She is one of the women who 

initially was seeking to reach the US, but after their arrival in Mexico decided to stay. Of their 

reason to leave, Alma mentions violence and lack of financial solvency. She discusses the 

situation has worsen in recent years: 

“With this new president, it is very  difficult to find work. The violence continues 
to increase, especially where we lived. We heard about the massacres, the 
robberies, children being raped. After our family was targeted, we decided to take 
our daughter out. We had no money to move somewhere else, to protect our 
children.” 

 
 

When I ask her about their goals for destination, she shares they initially sought to travel 

to the U.S. to reunite with family, but the anti-immigrant and xenophobic environment, along 

with lack of jobs, made them decide to stay in Mexico: 

“My goal was to reunite with my brothers. They’ve lived several years in the US, 
they do not have papers. They would tell me not to go, they talk about how bad 
things are getting (in the US). They tell me if I can stay here (Mexico), to stay 
here. They tell me they are not hiring them because they are immigrants.”  
 
 

Alma’s concern is not isolated. Many migrants I met in Ixtepec, Oaxaca and Tenosique, 

Tabasco after the November elections raised concerns about what the election of Trump would 

mean for them and their families. The week of the 2016 elections, I was staying at Hermanos en 
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el Camino migrant shelter in Ixtepec, Oaxaca. The morning after the results were announced that 

Trump had won the presidency, somber was an understand for the environment among everyone- 

migrants, staff and volunteers. For the migrants seeking to reach the U.S., they raised questions 

as to whether the new president would seek to close the border with Mexico or deny them 

asylum once they reached the border. As we would come to see, their concerns were farfetched. 

 
In her interview Rosaura also mentions she initially sought to reach the US with her 

family: “the plan was to continue to the North, but we decided to stay here.” Her decision came 

after her husband was robbed and severely beaten in Tapachula, Chiapas shortly after the family 

arrived. A year later, a daughter was born in Mexico. They are currently in process of 

regularization stemming from her husband’s attack.   

  
 

Delia had initially sought to migrate to the U.S. in 2010, trying twice to reach her 

destination. After separating from an abusive partner, losing her child when he abducted him and 

was eventually deported to Honduras,  and deciding to take her other child to El Salvador to be 

taken care by her mother, Delia states she has decided to make Mexico her home. When I ask her 

why, she states: 

"Because of so many deaths that are happening and the dangers. It was difficult 
to decide (to stay) because I wanted to help my family, I would say when I am 
over there (US) I am going to buy my parents land and build them a house. When 
I resigned to that (reaching the US), I felt bad. But I also have to look out for my 
children, they’re what’s most important in my life. And if I don’t care for myself, 
if I don’t give myself the opportunity to be happy, who will? If I want other people 
to be happy, but not me? I began to think about all of that. I thought I have to 
mature, have to not repeat the mistakes I made before. I had to forgive myself. We 
have no other choice but to forgive ourselves.” 
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The decisions women made regarding their destination correlated with the relief the 

women had sought in Mexico. Of the fifteen women, three requested a humanitarian visa,  one 

requested both a humanitarian visa and asylum, eight requested asylum and three were in the 

process of regularization.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

It is estimated 500,000 people from the Northern Triangle of Central America (NTCA) 

irregularly enter Mexico every year, fleeing violence and poverty (UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees, Mexico Fact Sheet 2017). El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras consistently rank 

among the most violent countries in the world, this stemming from a history of government 

corruptions in the region and the U.S. government’s interventions and foreign policies which 

have resulted destabilization of this region. In 2013, the United Office on Drugs and Crime 

(UNODC) reported Honduras and El Salvador as the first and fourth countries with the highest 

murder rates in the world (UNODC, 2014). And in 2015, El Salvador had a homicide rate of 

ninety per every hundred thousand people, making it the “world’s most violent country not at 

war” (The Guardian, 2015a). Furthermore, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras rank first, 

third, and seventh for rates of female homicides globally33. In this context, thousands of families 

are forced to flee from their homes.  

While the migration flow from NTCA to Mexico is not new- migration from NTCA 

through Mexico has been cyclical over the past four decades- the current phenomenon is rapidly 

shifting and growing. And yet with the push factors of violence and persecution forcing them 

from their homes, migrants are still considered and treated as economic migrants by Mexico and 

the United States, denying them the right to seek protection. What migrants and refugees do find 

in Mexico  is increased securitization throughout its territory. Many scholars, human rights 

defenders and NGO’s argue that this exponential increase in apprehensions and deportations is a 

																																																													
33 See: The Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and Development, Global Burdens of Armed Violence. (2015) 
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byproduct of the implementation of the  Programa Frontera Sur, an initiative implemented in 

2014 by President Enrique Pena Nieto with funding and support from the United States.  

 

My research- grounded on gender analysis- focused on sixteen interviews with migrant  

women from El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala, to learn from their own stories and voices 

the perils they faced in their countries that forced them to flee and the challenges they faced in 

Mexico. The women I met shared powerful testimonies. They are women who acted amid 

violence and uncertainty, to protect their children and families, and their own wellbeing. They 

are women with dreams and goals- ones that include living in a place without violence and 

providing opportunities for their children, so they not face the same perils they’ve confronted.  

Through the empirical research conducted in Mexico , my research found that the brutal 

violence, especially targeting women and children, was the central push factor that forced – and 

continues to force- thousands of families to flee from their homes. The women I interviewed 

reported gang violence – including threat of violence, direct attacks, and death of a relative- as 

main factors that contributed to deciding they had no other choice but to leave. The second 

portion of my research was interested in learning how migrant women navigate the 

externalization of borders  and migrant controls as they seek safety for themselves and their 

children. What I found is women implemented various strategies at three different points: 1) 

when making the decision to leave, 2) during their journey, and 3) at their current location as 

they decided their destination.  

 

Most of the women I interviewed stated they decided to leave their homes when the risk 

of staying was greater than leaving. Chapter 1 discussed this context of violence, as well as the 
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specific strategies women implemented to depart their homes: leaving at night and telling no one 

of their departure; moving to different locations internally before leaving the country, and when 

children were targeted, having to decide who was most at risk and who they had resources to 

take. In the cases where women had to leave children behind, they spoke of the pain this caused 

them and their desire to reunite with them. This chapter also raised the conditions women 

discussed of having to leave immediately after a direct threat was made to them or their loved 

ones- often within twenty hours. Further research should be directed to this aspect of the forced 

migration of migrants- especially women and children- in NTCA face, the implications of this to 

their journey and additional risks and vulnerabilities. These women are not following “regular” 

patterns of migration flows, they are leaving in a context of violence that forces them to leave 

their home countries in grave conditions.  

Another critical point from this chapter discussed the raw  decision-making process 

women went through as they had to determine which of their children was most at risk and 

whom they could take out of the country. The information shared by these women further raises 

the urgency of the brutal conditions that force these families to leave and the level of violence 

that is inflicted on their families by organized crime and gangs- especially minors.  

In Chapter 2,  I discussed the journey of these women through Mexico, and the various 

challenges they faced stemming from increased securitization and migrant controls. Women 

implemented several strategies to navigate these, including: obtaining information from locations 

about the location of INM checkpoints to circumvent these, walking in groups, and the 

importance of seeking migrant shelters, specifically to report abuses and assaults on their 

journey. The powerful testimonies of these women, as well as scholarly research, also found that 

the journey for migrant men and women has worsened since the implementation of the Frontera 
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Sur program in 2014. Women, specifically, reported walking through more isolated and 

dangerous areas because of the increased enforcement and disruption of the previous traditional 

routes used by migrants, and where established migrant shelters and NGO’s have been located. 

Eleven of the sixteen interviewed women reported abuses or assaults during their journey, 

including being robbed (5), chased off a train by INM agents (1), threatened by a gang member 

in a detention center (1), threat of abduction (1), sexual assault (1), rape (2), and denied care in 

hospital during pregnancy (2). Two women also discussed the detention by INM agents of their 

children and resulting deportations of the minors, and how their fear of being detained and their 

immigration status was an impediment to being reunited with their children.  

Lastly, chapter 3 discussed the decision-making process women went through, and the 

factors they considered, as they made decisions for their destination: either to stay in Mexico or 

continue to the U.S.  My final questions focused on learning what drove migrant women to 

continue their journeys- even as they faced threats, abuse and further violence- and the answer is 

their love for their children and a desire to leave without  the threat of violence and death- in 

freedom. These women acted amid violence and uncertainty, to protect their children and 

families, and their own wellbeing. They are women with dreams and goals- ones that included 

living in a place without violence and providing opportunities for their children, so they would 

not face the same circumstances they faced.  

 

The title of this thesis amply describes the Central American migrant women I 

interviewed. When asked how they saw themselves several of the women described themselves 

as luchadora, perseverante, con fe. Indeed, they are luchadoras: warriors fighting for their 
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children to have the possibility to live without violence, with dignity, in peace rather than 

relentless fear; for their children to have the opportunities they have been denied.  

It was of keen importance to ground this thesis on a gender perspective and analysis. 

Amalia Garcia Medina states “migration seen from this critical focus [a gender perspective] 

recognizes women as public agents , and as such, productive, protagonists of migration flows, 

and subjects of rights and politics” (Diaz Prieto and Kuhner, 2014). This empirical research is 

focused on this lens, in Central American migrant women as agents in their journey towards 

freedom and refuge, and subjects of their destinies- even as they are continuously confronted 

with unscrupulous failure of their governments, brutal violence that forces them from their 

homes, and abuses and further violence they face in Mexico.  

 

In addition to my academic pursuits, this thesis also stems from personal interest and 

responsibility as an undocumented woman with DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals) protection. The lens I began this research was one as someone who had grown up and 

lived most of my life in the United States without documentation as well as my expertise as a 

community organizer with twelve years in the immigrant rights and social justice fields 

advocating for policies at the local and federal level to uphold the human rights of migrants. My 

positionality through this research is also as someone with a privilege of having access to DACA 

status and the ability to travel outside the United States without repercussions (which allowed me 

to conduct field work in Mexico).  This experience of being able to conduct field work in 

Mexico, travelling through the southern Mexican border and the experiences, conversations and 

learnings challenged many of my conceptions on (im)migration. While I had previously focused 

my work in the United States on the injustices of a broken and unjust immigration system, I was 
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oblivious to the realities Central American migrants faced in Mexico. There, migrants especially 

from NTCA, face further daunting odysseys as they transit Mexico, a country that in several 

aspects has shamefully surpassed the violations and criminalization of migrants, and while 

calling for respect of its nationals without immigration status in the U.S., it is hypocritically 

continuously failing to uphold the rights and dignity of Central American migrants in its own 

territory.   

Being in Mexico also forced me to recognize my additional privilege as a woman with 

Mexican citizenship which provided me protection in Mexico and the Advance Parole, a piece of 

paper that ensured entry and return to the United States. This dichotomy brought the perpetual 

struggle of being “ni de aqui, ni de alla”, and challenged me to (re) define my own experience 

and connection to both countries, as I find the junction of “de aqui y de alla”.  

  

 The process of research, analysis and learnings from the empirical investigation 

conducted- the experiences of the Central American migrant women and human rights defenders 

on the frontlines in Mexico – has led me to conclude the current reality of Central American 

migrants in Mexico and the United States is not a refugee crisis. What currently exists is a 

dehumanization crisis, where migrants and refugees have been dehumanized by policies and 

actions of nation-states – their home countries, Mexico and the United States- who,  through 

policies and actions, have sought to strip them and violate their rights.  This current crisis of 

human rights violations and dehumanization of migrants and refugees necessitates residents of 

both Mexico and the United States to create a shift of consciousness that rejects the xenophobia, 

prejudice and racism against migrants and refugees and moves people to demand from their 

governments effective and humane policies, rather than vitriol rhetoric and empty actions. It also  
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requires NGO’s based in the United States to develop the consciousness and intentional 

transnational intersectionality calling for the respect of migrants in both sides of the border (s).  

For this shift to occur- and a broad and bold transnational movement for migrant and 

refugee rights to be solidified and strengthened- requires U.S. based organizations to create 

strategic and intentional connections with organizations in Mexico and Central America, to 

deepen analyses that root causes of forced migration, and to interject how violations against 

migrants in Mexico (and elsewhere) is an injustice to migrant and refugee rights in the United 

States.  

The United States government has successfully created a transnational border 

externalization strategy with Mexico and Central American countries to deter, disrupt and 

prevent the migration of Central American migrants. Organizations must learn from these 

strategies and power dynamics -not to replicate them- but rather to further develop a 

strengthened, bold and courageous transnational movement for human rights and dignity of 

migrants and refugees across and beyond borders. With it, grow and expand transnational 

solidarity, strategic and intentional intersectionality and a focused intention to build power that 

uplifts and (re)humanizes migrants and refugees.  
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